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THE ROLE OF URBAN UNIVERSITIES IN
ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POLICY RESEARCH AND INSURANCE,

COMMTFTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN AFFAIRS,
Washington. DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:02 a.m., in the
Great Hall, Hill University Center, University of Alabama at Bir-
mingham, Birmingham, AL, Hon. Ben Erdreich [chairman of the
subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Chairman Erdreich and Representative Harris.
Chairman Eximmtcx. We will call this hearing to order. I have a

full statement and without objection I am going to make that a
part of the record and read an abbreviated opening statement.

I have called this hearing today to consider the role of urban uni-
versities in economic and community development and to call at-
tention to the important work taking place here in the city of Bir-
mingham and, of course, throughout the country with partnerships
between urban universities and their communities. It is very appro-
priate that we hold this hearing on the UAB campus. As an urban
university, UAB has demonstrated a willingness and ability to help
make its surrounding community a better place to live and work
in.

In 1978if I could go back on a personal noteas a member of
the Jefferson County Commission, I testified on campus right here
before another congressional committee in support of the Urban
Grant University Program. Today, as a Member of Congress and
chairman of the Policy Research Subcommittee, I am happy to help
secure funding for this prwfam and I hope the city of Birmingham
and UAB will be able to tAe advantage of it.

Earlier this month, I urged members of the House Appropria-
tions Committee to fund the Urban Grant University Program for
the first time since ita enactment. We are hopeful that the House
and Senate, which have agreed on an $8 million allocation, will
keep that in the final bill as it moves through Congress at the end
of this month or the first of next month. This program and its
funding will help support the very work that universities like UAB
are now undertaking.

Today, we will hear testimony from representatives of the city
and the university about projects taking place here in our great
city. They inclutic the wonsorship of a small business incubator
and a researth park, the adoption of neighborhoods to address
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social and health related problems, and the development of afford-
able housing and new office space. We can all be proud of these ac-
complishments. They represent a new force in community and eco-
nomic development, one that I believe needs to be encouraged. The
partnership here in Birmingham between the university and the
city of Birmingham highlights the valuable work that urban uni-
versities and their communities can join together to accomplish.

Nationwide, other urban universities have also engaged in simi-
lar work, including Marquette University in Milwaukee and VCU
in Richmond. This work has been aided by the advocacy of the As-
sociation of Urban Universities, the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges and individual schools like
UAB.

I hope to learn from our witnesses today other forms of incen-
tives, in addition to the Urban Grant University Program that the
Federal Government could be providing to city-university partner-
ships. Specifically, as chairman of the Policy Research Subcommit-
tee of the House Banking Committee, I hope to determine what
programs under our jurisdiction relating to housing and communi-
ty development could be utilized to further the important work of
these partnerships.

I want to thank my colleague from Tuscaloosa, Congressman
Claude Harris, for joining me here today on the panel.

Claude, I appreciate you being here and if you have an opening
statement, you are recognized.

Congressman Harris.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Erdreich can be found in the ap-

pendix.]
Mr. HARRIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be

here and thank you so much for the opportunity.
I am very interested in the Urban Grant University Program as

well as how it will promote economic development in our communi-
ties. I know UAB is involved in several ventures in Birmingham
such as the Titusville project and Oxmoor project.

At the University of Alabama, which is in my district, there are
also many programs geared toward helping surrounding rural com-
munities as well as the city of Tuscaloosa with economic develop-
ment.

For example, in December 1984, Reader's Dipst published an ar-
ticle entitled "The University that Saved a Factory". This article
tells the true story of how the University of Alabama saved a Gen-
eral Motors plant. During the recession a GM plant was on the
brink of failure. Hundreds of Alabama jobs would have been lost.
Realizing the seriousness of this situation, the university met with
the managin_g team in Rochester, NY, to present a proposal to
assist this GM plant in staying open. The plan was adopted by Gen-
eral Motors and the GM plant remains open today. This is just one
example of how the University of Alabama is constantly working
toward strengthening our economy.

Today, I am interested in hearing specific examples of how the
Urban Grant University Program could assist Tuscaloosa. Birming-
ham, and surrounding areas in economic development.

thank Chairman Erdreich and support his efforts in boosting
this program.

f;
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Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you, Congressman Harris. We appre-
ciate your being here.

We are going to move forward then with our first panel. William
Bell, as we know, is a member of the Birmingham City Council and
also chairman of its Committee on Economic Development. Dr. Wil-
liam Sibley is vice president for academic affairs at UAB here in
Birmingham. We welcome you to our hearing this morning, gentle-
men.

If you would go forward with your statements, we will first hear
from Councilman William Bell.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BELL, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL

Mr. BELL. Congressman Erdreich, Congressman Harris, on behalf
of the mayor of the city of Birmingham, Mayor Richard Arrington,
the president of our city council, Dr. E.L. Blankenship, and all the
members of the Birmingham City Council, we thank you for this
opportunity to come before the subcommittee to show you our ap-
preciation for the cooperative effort that we have with the Univer-
sity of Alabama here in Birmingham, to make Birmingham a qual-
ity environment and a place of great economic potential.

Over the years, UAB has been looked upon as a savior of this
city. The reason being, back in the late 1970's and early 1980's, a
time of great economic hardship, there were many industrial facili-

ties in our area that were closed and hundreds, if not thousands, of
individuals were laid off during that period of time.

Through a transitional effort on behalf of UAB as well as the
city of Birmingham, many of those jobs have been recovered
through the growth in economic potential of the university itself.
Over the past 12 years, because of that effort, we have entered into
many joint agreements with the university that have enhanced and
improved the economic climate here in Birmingham.

In addition to not only being a major employer, the number one
employer here in the Birmingham area, UAB has entered into
many joint agreements which have been instrumental in doing fi-
nancial forecasting for the city of Birmingham. They have also
played a role in determining what is the business climate, the busi-
ness environment, that exists here in the community. They have
shared with us their expertise in such fields as not only finance
and marketing, but engineering as well.

Other areas in which there has been cooperative efforts between
the city of Birmingham has been through the JTPA Federal funded
program whereby the city has provided funds to the university to
enhance training availability for individuals who were either un-
dertrained or had no training at all through the university system.
We have developed through the years the Incubator Program for
science oriented programs whereby individuals who are within the
university setting hsve been able to take research projects and put
them in an environment that they can develop a business market
for. In addition to that the university, as well as the city, has been
looking at the potential of developing a research facility out in our
Oxmoor Research Park. This will take the Incubator Program a
step further. Not only will they have the ability in a protected en-
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vironment to develop a potential product, but they will also have
the space by which to market that product and get that product
out, to create a viable economic force.

Other programs that we have developedin past months there
was an announcement between the city of Birmingham, the Bir-
mingham Board of Education, and UAB concerning schools of the
future. This will be a program whereby a model school will be set
up in the Oxmoor Valley area. This school will incorporate all the
experimental as well as research programs in the education field,
to see what will work in the classroom. Once it is tested and devel-
oped in that particular setting, it will be distributed throughout
other schools within the city of Birmingham school system as well
as school systems throughout the State. We feel that this holds a
great potential for us as we try to find ways of bringing our educa-
tional system up to a world class standard.

UAB has been very instrumental in helping on the neighborhood
level, especially in the area of education, through our Adopt-A-
School Program. UAB has taken upon itself to adopt Washington
Elementary School which is in the Titusville, or as we call it, the
Titusville area, of our city. That announcement brought the Secre-
tary of Health and Human Services, Dr. Lewis Sullivan, to our
community to look at Washington School and hear from the city as
well as UAB, what the future plans are for that community. What
they will be focusing on at Washington Elementary School and in
the Titusville community is health-related activities of how we can
make sure that each one of our students and each one of the kids
who are in school there have the bestare brought up to the best
development of their physical condition to be acceptable to the edu-
cation process that goes on in Washington School. They will be
doing studies and testing of the children there to make sure that
they get all the proper medical assistance that they need to be pro-
ductive individuals in their school life.

The Special Studies Program, continuing education, has been
very vital in determining the needs in looking at our community as
a whole, to do surveys and find out where is it that people want to
go with our community and how we best can get there.

As you know, several years ago, the university, the city of Bir-
mingham, and the Health Service Foundation entered into an
agreement that brought about a $100 million development here on
our south side, which is the Health Service Foundation. That
project is nearing completion of its first phase, and if you have the
opportunity and time, if you have not already seen it, I think it
would behoove you to go by there and take a look at that. We are
talking about hundreds of jobs being maintained, we are talking
about the allocation of additional space in our health-related serv-
ices that will make it much easier for individuals to come and get
outpatient treatment and care here in the university sector. You
are talking about becoming a world class treatment facility that
will attract people not only from the southeast, but from all over
this country, if not from all over the world. The Health Service
Foundationas I say, there is a $100 million project that we all
can be proud of, and through this cooperative effort of both the
city, the UAB, and the Foundation, we will have something that
we all can be very proud of.



I will be happy to rest at this time until we hear from Dr. Sibley
on other matters and then I will be happy to take any questions
that you might have.

Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you very much, Councilman Bell,
that was excellent.

Dr. Sibley, without objection, we are going to make your written
statement a part of the record, and you may proceed as you wish
with your oral statement.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM SIBLEY. VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM

Dr. SIBLEY. Thank you very much.
Congressman Erdreich and Congressman Harris, I want to wel-

come you to UAB, as well as your staff members. It is a great
pleasure to have you here. I also bring special greetings from Presi-
dent Charles McCallum. He wanted to be here, but he had a previ-
ous commitment out of town. His expertise is just exceedingly
great in this area and he is an important resource for us and for
you.

The urban community is critical to the future well-being of the
United States. It has great potential but it needs assistance in in-
frastructure and education. Councilman Bell has already expressed
the relationship that we have in Birmingham between the city and
UAB, and it is my hope that this hearing will testify to the re-
newed interest in building the urban universities and the urban
university/urban partnership in this country. The land grant uni-
versities, space universities, sea grant universities have all been
important. This is especially the case for land grant universities at
a time when our Nation needed an emphasis on food and engineer-
ing.

I believe it is time now for the urban university emphasis, and I
really appreciate your support of the Urban Grant University Pro-
gram. It is an extremely important program to all of us in the com-
munity and at the university. In future competition, the United
States must have strong urban centers and the urban university
can be of great assistance in this area.

Councilman Bell has already outlined a number of our coopera-
tive programs and I will just hit the highlights. Recently our De-
partment of Electrical and Computer Engineering and several pro-
fessors of electrical engineering, received a certificate from the city
commending them for help with energy savings. They were able to
use computer programming to establish a better way to provide
utilities for the city. That program is ongoing, and forms a great
team effort between the city and UAB.

Similarly in the environmental area, our civil engineering people
and the Health Programs personnel can be of great assistance in
environmental studies.

One program that I believe highlights the teamwork between the
needs of the city, the businesses in the city, and the university, was
initiated by one of our businessmen, Charles Collat. He established
a Chair of Industrial Distribution at UAB. Industrial distribution
deals with the problem of providing the appropriate electrical utili-
ties, electrical equipment, and plumbing equipment, to buildings in
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a time-effective manner. It is difficult to hire qualified people in
this area who have the appropriate engineering and business com-
bination. After the Chair was established, another businessman,
Caldwell Marks, and Charles Collet are now working with our fac-
ulty to develop a curriculum in this area. This illustrates that col-
laboration, cooperation, and pooling resources can meet the needs
of the city, the State, and the Nation. Councilman Bell alluded to
the K-12 school system cooperctive programs. One of these I would
like to bring to your attention is a fun program. This is for seventh
grade girls. There 40 of these young women learning mathematics.
They work every Saturday, their parents bring them in every Sat-
urday. It is a very cost-effective program that has meant a great
deal to these young women and to their parents. They want to see
this continue, but funding is a problem. Again, collaboration be-
tween the K-12 school systems, both in Birmingham and in the
counties, and UAB can help this continue.

Helping young people with learning disabilities, Head Start and
other areas, of course, is a focus of the Civitan International Re-
search Center. We just recently received a very nice grant, almost
$8 million to oversee some of the Head Start Progr-ms in the
United States through the Civitan Center.

I am particularly proud of our minority commitment and the
commitment that President McCallum made some time ago to de-
veloping minority programs at UAB. And I was especially pleased
when a National Science Foundation friend of mine called me to
mention we were probably the largest recipient of the Patricia Rob-
erts Harris Fellowships this year. It is always nice to have the Na-
tional Science Foundation recognizing what the Department of
Education is doing and that UAB has a particularly important part
in this program.

Because of the efforts put forth by UAB and the community
working together, Coca Cola, Time-Warner, IBM, 3M, and others
have made fellowships and scholarships available to our minority
students. We have an outstanding program in that area which is
important to the city of Birmingham. This program will continue
to grow with help from other agencies and I must say that we were
very pleased to receive one of the prestigious IBM graduate fellow-
ship awards this year.

Titusville has already been mentioned by Councilman Bell. It is
a fantastic program, I will not cover it any further except to say
that I was very impressed when our medical group was invited to
make eye tests in the Titusville school. In these exams, 20 percent
of the young people were found not to be able to see the blackboard
from where they sat in the school. This was rectified and it will
enable them to progress as they should.

Certainly, we believe the University of Alabama at Birmingham
exemplifies this kind of cooperative and collaborative effort be-
tween the universities and urban communities. We are delighted to
have joining us in testimony representatives from VCU and Mar-
quette University and others here who are in similar positions. We
do not feel that any domestic priority is greater than the cities. We
find all the pressing issues of the 21st century, as I mentioned,
both infrastructure and education in the cities.

t
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Congressman Erdreich, we are delighted to have you back in
your hometown to discuss these bills. C4ngressman Harris, we are
very pleased to have you present. And with these general remarks,
I will be ready to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of 100r. Sibley can be found in the appen-
dix.]

Chairman ERDRKICH. Thank you both for your statements, and I
appreciate your participation.

Let me ask, William Bell, you said that JTPA money had been
used, as an exami-le of some Federal funding that had been allocat-
ed between our local job training effort and the university. Has
there been a use of any other Federal funds like CDBG to help put
t ,ether some of these important university/city projects?

Ailr. BELL. There has been usage of some block grant development
funds, for example, in the development of infrastructure over here
at the university. The city of Birmingham has committed several
millions of dollars to redo various roads and streets that come into
the university. We feel that that assists the university in carrying
out its mission, both for growth and development as well as educat-
ing the general public. So we have used some of those funds for
that purpose.

In speaking of Federal funds in general, I think the relationship
between the city and UAB has grown stronger due to the lack of
availability of many funds. We have had to try to find alternative
ways of accomplishing things that in the past we were able to do
simply because there was enough funds available. But because of
the dwindling funds, we have had to come up with more creative
ways of solving those problems that face each institution.

Chairman ERDREICH. And obviously, I think what impresses ev-
erybody, we have got this terrific resource in the midst of our com-
munity, how can we make better use of it for broader community
purposes. And, of course, Dr. Sibley, obviously the primary role of
the university is education and teaching and training, but again,
with that resource in our community, I am excited about what you
have already described in both your written and oral testimony
and William Bell's as well, of the ability to indeed make use of
what is already here to the benefit of the broader community,
whether it is jobs or health care or education or trai;iing

Just take the small amount that could come from. wi:at I would
look on as seed money, Dr. Sibley, for the urban schools, the actual
development grant. If you were to obtain a grant tomorrow, to
what purpose would the university put that? Are there specific pro-
grams that you would like to pursue, projects between you and the
city?

Blr. SIBLEY. No, there are some specifics. We have a number of
programs if we could find the funds for them. and I think the funds
will be forthcoming from several different areas.

One program we would very much like to pursue is that of inter-
active television. It is now possible to send a television signal over
a regular telephone line, copper wire line, with VCR quality. You
do not have to move to a satellite, an up link/down link system, to
be able to do this with great quality. Also there is an advantage in
that there is a face-to-face communication, it is voice activated so
the student talks directly to the faculty member and the faculty

1 1
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member talks directly to the students. In this area there are cer-
tain needs in the Birmingham School District in terms of lan-
guages, in terms of advanced chemistry, advanced placement type
programs, that I believe UAB can be extremely helpful. And as we
link into these, these are some of the communication areas that
will exist.

The other areas, of course, even within the community colleges,
we will have faculty-to-faculty conversations as we link up with
these interactive communication means.

Another one, which is perhaps a little cheaper and one that we
hope to get on line sooner, will be one in which Dr. Cleveland
Hammonds and I have discussed the possibility of computer-aided
tutoring in mathematics. In my physics class, I notice that they do
not have as much trouble with physics, as freshmen and sopho-
mores, as they do with mathematics. Mathematics slows down their
ability to really handle the physics. And one of the things we need,
despite the fact that we have a large tutorial face-to-face group
here at UAB, is the ability for them to call in from the dormitories,
from the K through 12 school system, or from their home if they
have a modem and be able to query a computer and get tutorial
help on the computer and we can follow up then with real live
bodies to try and help them.

So there are a number of areas in communication and tutoring
and education that we can do joint programs. There are many
other areas as well.

Chairman ERDREICH. Councilman Bell, do you have a wish list as
well? Are there others beyond what Dr. Sibley has mentioned that
you would like to see the city and the university engage in as a
joint partnership effort?

Mr. BELL, Well, let me just share with you a particular program
that I arn working on in my capacity as council member for my dis-
trict, along with Dr. Jim Hilliard, who is here at the university.

Several years ago, Mr. Joe Bruno donated a building to the city
and to the community of Smithfield. The city of Birmingham has
redeveloped that building and put it in first class condition. We
have also been able to get funds to put physical fitness equipment
inside the facility. Dr. Hilliard has been charged with the responsi-
bility of developing funding from the Centers for Disease Control
out of Atlanta, that would enable us to work with the residents of
the Smithfield community to get them involved in a physical edu-
cation program as well as health-related programs through this
center. If we can make this a successful pilot program, it is our
hope to spread this type of facility throughout the community.
Only because we have the University of Alabama here in Birming-
ham with this expertise in health-related fields, are we even able
to put together a team to make application for such a grant. And
perhaps at some point in time when we get all the pieces together,
we will be coming to your office as well as other offices to share
with them what we have and what we would like to see developed.
But that is how we can do things on a small level as well as a

rend
scale of making this city move forward with the university's

a.;rman ERDREICH. Thank you.
Congressman Harris, do you have any questions to ask?
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Mr. HARRIS. I guess just a comment. This is a ve7 exciting con-
cept, especially in the times we are experiencing today. We do not
have the money coming out of Washington that we used to and are
having to look at innovative ways to do things. The partnerships
that are being created between the universities, and the communi-

ty and business is something that I think we have got to continue
to develop and pursue.

Ben and I have worked on legislation, just as another example to
show you what you can doour foundry industry, for instance, in a
lot of ways is in trouble, not been able to compete. And Ben and I
have pushed legislation which has passed and we have got appro-
priations this time, that sets up a partnership between the univer-

sities, the industry chips in money and it is a way to keep them
competitive. Not only to have centerswe will have four in the
United States, hopefully one of them will be in Alabama, that we
can get this information and then pass it on to our industries out
there.

You mentioned a program of putting information over the wire
to the schools. We have a program now, the STAR School Program,
and it is exciting for me to walk into Choctaw County High School,
for instance, and see kids that are taking Japanese over a satellite
dish from the university.

I had the opportunity the other morning to go to a meeting in, I
am on the Sun Belt Task Force, dealing with work place literacy
and there are some things there that I think we can be doing toI
know one of the areas that came to mind was the fact of how do we
help small business in this problem. And it is a problem in so
many areas. The Under Secretaryand I cannot recall his name
nowwas CEO of Xerox, that is heading up this program. And I
think it is something else that we can be looking at, not only from

UAB but other schools to work with the Department of Education
tothe Secretary told us about one little business, that the employ-

ees were surprised when they went to the meeting at night to see
how many fellow employees in there also could not read and write.

And so I look forward to working with you. As I said, I think it is
exciting, Ws is a way that we are going to have to go so that we
can have full partnerships. We have so much expertise in our uni-
versities. We just had a project announced in Tuscaloosa at the VA
Hospital about a $50 million project, and part of that will be tech-
nology that was develo_ped there at the University of Alabama for
the air conditioning, where they use these deep well aquifers. It is
an interesting concept where in the wintertime, they send the cold
water down into the ground and in the summertime they put it up
and run it through and that is used to cool, and it just goes
through the process like that. And soit was hard to get some of
the bureaucrats in the Veterans' Administration to agree to even
try this, but you know, I think it holds a great prospect for all of us
and certainly if we can get the word out.

So let us work together, that is what we have got to do. I thank
you both for your testimony, it is certainly very helpful.

Dr. SIBLEY. Mr. Chairman, if I could make one last comment on
that.

Chairman ERDREICH. Certainly, by all means.
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Dr. SIBLEY. The STAR Schools Program and the Macy School
Program at Tuscaloosa are just excellent programs. Maxine Blice,
who I know from Washington, has been very impressed with that
and she is also very impressed with some of the things that happen
in the teamwork between UAB and Birmingham, and it appears
that there will be a team effort between Macy or the new organiza-
tion which she is heading, and the National Science Foundation,
UAB, and UA to work in this area. I know the schoolchildren in
this State have benefited greatly from that program.

Mr. HARRIS. Thank you for mentioning the Macy Program, I had
forgotten about that But I know in some of our counties, the turn-
around has just been remarkable, the kids, as far as what they
have been able to as far as science and math is concerned.

Thank you again.
Chairman ERDREICH. To complete the record, let me put, without

objection, a copy of a Reader's Digest article that Confirressman
Harris mentioned, the article "University Saved a Factory ', that is
December 1984. And there were two New York Times articles of
this August 1991. One that focused on Marquette entitled "Coming
Down from the Ivory Tower", about their involvement in the com-
munity, which is a pretty good headline. And the second that fo-
cused on UAB was "Universities Become Full Partners to Cities
South". And it just gives you an example of the recognition, I think
correct recognition, that these urban universities are gaining. But
beyond recognition, I would like to see more programs and projects
of j9int benefit to our communities.

Thank you both for your testimony, it was excellent. Thank you,
Councilman Bell and you, Dr. Sibley.

We will now set up our second panel. If Tennant McWilliams,
who is the dean of the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences
and also acting director of the Center for Urban Affairs at UAB
will come forward. Kenneth Roozen, vice president for research
and university affairs at the University of Alabama at Birming-
ham. Mike Dobbins, director of the Department of Urban Planning,
city of Birmingham. And the superintendent, Cleve Hammonds, is
going to join us just in a few minutes but I think we can start with
your statements, it might just fit perfectly, he is due around 10 on
his schedule.

Why do we not go first with Tennant McWilliams. Tennant, to
the extent we have got your written statement, it will be part of
the record without objection and if you would proceed with your
oral statement, and we appreciate being here and all the help you
have given us in setting up the hearing itself. Thank you, Tennant.

[The material referred to can be found in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF DR. TENNANT McWILLIAMS, DEAN, SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, AND ACTING DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR URBAN AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT
BIRMINGHAM

Dr. MCWILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Erdreich. We are organized
here, I believe, so that I will address some of the educational com-
ponents of our city/university relationship; Dr. Roozen will address
the economic aspects of it; and Mr. Dobbins will address the plan-
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ning aspects of it. And obviously the.. will be an overlap between
those three elements in the presentation.

The hearings we have this morning, I believe, are most appropri-
ate in view of the fact that the former president of UAB, S. Rich-
ardson Hill, and the president before him, Dr. Joe Volker, were, of
course, very instrumental in the early development of what later
became the Urban Grant Act and many of those hearingsat least
one key hearingoccurred here in the city of Birmingham back in
the early 1970's. It is exciting to see the momentum for this type of
endeavor undergoing serious rejuvenation as indicated by these
hearings and by the conference activity that occurred last week re-
garding the Urban Grant Act.

The relationship between the city and the university, as we find
represented here at UAB, shows above all else the combining, col-
laborative or in fact pooling possibilities that can occur between a
university, a private sector urban business element, a city govern-
ment, and an urban citizenship. And we feel that in this time of
restricted resources, the collaborative opportunities that this type
of environment permits may well set a new tone, a new pattern for
assisting city growth as well as that key thing behind virtually all
typft: of social and economic growth, education.

I call your attention to several concrete episodes or developments
that reflect this pooling or collaborative endeavor and certainly
emphasize that with more congressional support for this type of ac-
tivity, even much more can be accomplished.

As Mr. Bell indicated, and as Dr. Sibley indicated, UAB and the
city of Birmingham are quite proud of the relationship that exists
over the Titusville project. In this project you find a whole range of
university faculty and staff working very closely with the city of
Birmingham School System administration and the local adminis-
tration of Washington School and community leaders in the Titus-
ville area. In other words, all of those components are involved in a
project to improve the quality of life in Titusville, for the benefit of
the people in Titusville as well as for a prototype that perhaps
could be developed in other sections of the Nation and certainly
other sections of the city.

Certainly health is a focal point for the Titusville project. We are
vitally interested in assessing the health and health education com-
ponents of life in the Titusville community. We are also interested
in assessing the learning skills and educational opportunities that
these important citizens have, and we hope that over the next year
or 2 years some dramatic results will come out of this project.

I doubt that you could find a better example of the uniting of
service and research than our university's effort to interact effec-
tively with the city. We clearly feel that this university is one with
this city, and the 'Titusville project is illustrative of that spirit and
that concrete commitment.

In addition, I draw your attention to what is now known as the
Oxmoor project, located southroughly southwestof where we
are now. The city of Birmingham is working closely with the Uni-
versity of Alabama at Birmingham to develop a research park that
will include everything from high tech research, both private
sector and public sector, to educational activities. One of the most
fascinating components of this will be the Oxmoor Education
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Center, which will hopefully be a landmark development of collabo-
rative efforts between a city and a university. This will not be a
laboratory school, nor will it be an experimental school. It will be
something that has never been accomplished, we feel, anywhere in
the United States. It will be a neighborhood school developed in a
research park jointly by a university and a city, where the family
homes are connectW through high technology with the school. This
may well set a pattern for development of one component of public
K through 12 education in the United States. We are not more
than 2 years away from seeing that project as a reality.

Surrounding that school will be a neighborhood and research of-
fices, research park, where we hope to make a major addition to
the economy of the city relative, attracting new businesses and
uniting these science and economic components. UAB and the rest
of the economic elements of Birmingham are moving rapidly
toward developing an economy that has a broad base, a broad eco-
nomic base and high tech base, and the Oxmoor project should
move that effort along dramatically.

UAB also is working closely with the city of Birmingham in the
development of a civil rights museum. Obviously a very important
element in the history of this city is the civil rights movement, and
the UAB Center for Urban Affairs has played a leadership role in
the development of this museum. I understand that we are about
11/2 years out from the completion of that project, that is, the
actual appearance of a civil rights museum on our landscape. But
we are delighted to have played a leadership role there.

Also the Center for Urban Affairs at 13AB is working in a very
committed way to increase leadership and networking abilities
within neighborhoods in the city of Birmingham through some of
the CDBG money that was referred to earlier. We have had a
project going on in West End and this really is designed to develop
more community leaders, to help community leaders look at every-
thing from planning to education possibilities. If you get a chance
to take a look at West End, I think you will find the progress
there, in terms of the individuals understanding their communities
more effectively, really moving forward.

Obviously, LTAB is well known in the field of science education,
and you will see in our commitment to the urban scene a unique
blending of science and urban, if you will, through extramural
funding that is truly of national significance, if not international
significance. The funding derives from agencies such as the Nation-
al Science Foundation, the National Institutes for Health as well as
private foundations such as the Coca Cola Foundation. UAB has
worked closely with the Birmingham city schools and the Jefferson
County schools to provide seminars in the summer as well as
during the regular academic year for both teachers of science and
studentsK through 12 studentsof science. I can give you more
details on this later if you would like.

Dr. Terry Hickey is in the room, and he has been very instru-
mental in development of many of these projects. We are delighted
to have inner city students as well as kids who are not in the inner
city, but part of the metropolitan Birmingham area, on our campus
throughout the year also in the summer learning new skills in sci-
ence and science education.

I f;
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In addition, there are several faculty initiatives that show the re-
lationship between the city and the university, which I think are
very important. Members of our sociology faculty, particularly Doc-
tors Ferris Richey, Mark La Gory. and Kevin Fitzpatrick, who have
done major nationally recognized research and service in the area
of homelessnessyou may have seen this written up in USA Today

and other placeswith very little financial support. These scholars,
working with students, some of whom are students from the metro-
politan Birmingham area, did path-breaking research on what is
the homeless person, what type of person becomes homeless and
what are the possible solutions to homelessness in America. We are
quite proud of these scholars. It shows you the relationship that
can exist between an urban university faculty and the social fabric
of a city. Social issues that face modern America are really part of
the laboratory that the urban university faculty member works
with so effectively.

As Dr. Sibley mentioned, recently we received the news that
Doctor Sharon and Craig Ramey, our new directors of the Civitan
International Research Center, were awarded an $8 million grant
from Health and Human Services to evaluate the 32 sites of the
Head Start Program. We are delighted that that award came here
and feel that these faculty who came to Birmingham from the Uni-
versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill several years ago will pro-
vide national leadership, in this case not just for Head Start activi-
ties in Birmingham, but for the Head Start activities all across
America.

Along other lines, over the past 2 years the University of Ala-
bama at Birmingham has implemented some new minors, academic
minorsthat is, academic programsin environmental studies.
There is a minor in environmental studies in natural sciences and
mathematics, one in civil engineering, and one in social sciences. In

each case, the environmental studies programs include a compo-
nent for the urban scene. Please remember that a large portion of
the students who come to UAB are from the metropolitan Birming-
ham area, and through such programs they have an opportunity to
study ways in which they can improve the environment from

which they come, and with their education they will ultimately go
back and solve problems in the society.

We have within the university some very strong programs in ger-
iatrics and gerontology. Many of our faculty are funded through
U.S. Government granting agencies as well as private foundations
to develop new research, teaching, and service activities in the gen-
eral field of growing old. There is a strong urban dimension to this
because, of course, over the next 30 to 40 years, large portions of
urban America will be filled with people who are over 65. And we
are proud of the fact that we are recognized by these funding agen-
cies to do this research.

The University of Alabama at Birmingham, finally, is in the
process of planning a project which I think the U.S. Congress will
be vitally interested in. Through the Council on Teacher Educa-
tion, which is a combination of faculty from the arts and sciences
as well as from the School of Education and from the Medical
Center, we are planning a program to train teachers, both in-serv-
ice and preservice teachers, for work in the urban scene. The city
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of Birmingham School System under the leadership of Dr. Cleve-
land Hamm( Is has been cooperatingmore than cooperating, has
been playing a major leadership role in developing this project.
And hopefully in the next year, we will be in a position to offer
both short courses for current teachers as well as a track for people
who would be public school teachers, to make them more attuned
to the dynamics of city life and to have a broader vision f the
future of the city. Whether we are talking about a person that
teaches at the third grade level or a person who teaches at the 9th
or the 12th grade levels, because more and more Americans live in
urban areas, public school teachers need to have a more sophisti-
cated understanding of urban life. This urban teacher project could
provide a model for the rest of the United States.

I will be happy to respond to any questions. And, of course, at
the table with me are individuals who can address other aspects of
what we are doing.

Chairman ERDREICH. OK, thank you, Dr. McWilliams. We will
hold our questions until we have statements from all the panelists.

We will now hear from Dr. Roozen, vice president for research
and university affairs. Dr. Roozen, thank you.

STATEMENT OF DK KENNETH ROOZEN, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
RESEARCH AND UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF ALA-
BAMA AT BIRMINGHAM

Dr. Rooms. Congressmen and distinguished guests and col-
leagues, it is an honor and a pleasure to appear before you today. I,
for one, want to thank you for your willingness to get our perspec-
tive on the role of urban universities in attacking some of the criti-
cal issues that confront our society.

As you have already heard, UAB itself is a huge economic force.
Our $750 million a year budget creates an overall economic impact
in this city of greater than $1.5 billion.

The focal point of my remarks, however, will be on the less tradi-
tional role of urban universities; that is, the role of urban universi-
ties in new business development. I believe it is critical that we
focus on this matter today for two important reasons. First, legisla-
tive and national leaders, as well as the Bush administration, have
repeatedly emphasized the need for a better trained work force, a
stronger research infrastructure, financial and regulatory policies
which favor investment in new technology, and although there are
others, an environment which facilitates the movement of new dis-
coveries and inventions quickly and effectively from the laboratory
to the marketplace.

At the root of these expressed needs, of course, is the fact that
our leadership in innovation and technology is diminishing and we
are therefore slipping in today's increasmgly competitive global
economy.

The second important reason to examine this issue follows from
the first. It is because this country is becoming more and more
urban and many, if not all, of our urban areas are in serious need
of assistance and new sources of jobs and revenue. Thus, any com-
prehensive national economic development program must include
the cities. The cities are where the people are, both young and old,
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who need enhanced vocational and professional preparation and
jobs. Cities are generally the fmancial centers and therefore the
home of individuals and corporations with the potential to make fi-
nancial investments in high tech research and development. Cities
are generally the location of relevant industry; that is, the locus of
companies which actually carry out such research and development
activities.

And last, cities are also the home of the majority of .r re-
search universities in this country. Of the approximately .5 bil-
lion in Federal R&D funds that were awarded in 1989, greater than
60 percent went to the top 50 research universities. Thirty of the
top 50 research universities are located in urban environments and
therefore urban universities are well positioned to interact daily
with the necessary private sector elements, both business and fi-
nancial that can result in expanded economic development.

The main point I wish to make in my remarks today, gentlemen,
is that the urban universities as described earlier, are positioned to
assist this country both with respect to technology and internation-
al competitiveness, as well as with improving the quality of life for
all Americans.

Of historical interest to me is the fact that urban universities are
positioned to address contemporary problems and issues in a
manner similar to those universities that became land grant insti-
tutions in the 1860's when Congress saw fit to pass the Moral Act
in 1862 and later in 1887 the Hatch Act which created agriculture
research stations. I might point out that the agricultural research
stations, to this day, still receive hundreds of millions of Federal
dollars annually.

You have already heard something about UAB's activities to ad-
dress educational, health, and social issues in the urban environ-
ment. Let me focus specifically on several of our activities which
are directly related to economic development.

UAB has created a special foundation. The foundation is charged
with responsibility to identify, evaluate and, in appropriate circum-
stances, protect and market university-based technology. UAB re-
ceives just over $100 million a year in extramural support. Ap-
proximately $10 million of this money is direct work for individuals
in the private sector. The other $90 million comes from the Federal
Government and is the source of approximately 50 to 100 inven-
tions and discoveries per year. Some 25 to 50 percent of these in-
ventions and discoveries will be protected and about half of these
will ultimately be licensed.

In the past 4 years, UAB has entered into more than 60 license
agreements with companies in the private sector, 13 of these in-
volve local companies and in fact, in several cases, provide the
entire basis for the creation of those companies. Such licenses, of
course, have translated into jobs, investment and taxes in this com-
munity and elsewhere in the country. In the past year, for exam-
ple, more than $5 million has been invested in local companies
which are the direct result of university technology. Although
many of our licensees are embryonic and not yet selling products,
knowing our royalty income and knowing our royalty rates, we can
estimate that somewhere in the neighborhood of $25-$30 million in
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sales are occurring somewhere in this country as a result of tech-
nology developed recently at UAB.

We therefore believe, as most universities, that there is more val-
uable technology which can be found, and we need better mecha-
nisms to identify and move closer to application.

When a university or any other inventor has new technology or
innovative ideas, there is an alternative to licensing to existing in-
dustry, and that is to start a new company. Starting a new compa-
ny is a demanding task. It requires not only technology but other
expertise and elements including investment, business plan, man-
agement, marketing, and so forth, certainly a tortuous journey for
a university faculty member. Thus we, as others, have created an
incubator facility. This facility was built primarily with borrowed
funds, it contains laboratory and office space, provides low rental
rates and business assistance to entrepreneurs and startup compa-
nies. During the past 5 years, our incubator, which is approximate-
ly 35,000 square feet, has been the starting point for 27 companies.
Approximately one-third of these are from university technology,
two-thirds from entrepreneurs outside the university. Six compa-
nies have graduated, which now employ approximately 100 employ-
ees and the dozen tenants in the current incubator facility employ
105.

We have done an economic impact assessment of those new com-
panies and based on operating budgets in 1991 of approximately
$10 million, the overall economic impact of these new companies in
the Birmingham community will exceed $35 million.

Let me point out that there is a second incubator in the Birming-
ham community. Our incubator focuses primarily on high tech
businesses. The other incubator, which is cosponsored by the city of
Birmingham, has been the home of 17 new company starts, which
are primarily focused in the service and distribution industries.

On the basis of these local experiences, mainly showing that
UAB technology is of interest to the private sector and can result
in commercial application, and second that Birmingham can be a
fertile ground for new business starts, we are now discussing with
the city of Birmingham, as you have already heard, the establish-
ment of a research park. The research park would include expand-
ed and .ricubator-like facilities with staff to assist entrepreneurs as
well as small buildinp for those companies that have reached a
point where they require individual identity.

We are also discussing with community leaders the formation of
a venture capital fund to provide investments in early stage compa-
nies. Why? Because traditional venture capitalists are at this point
in time making later stage investments and we have observed that
one of the most critical steps in the development of new technolNy
and new business in our community is the lack of access to early
stage venture capital. This probably would not be the case in Cali-
fornia or Massachusetts, but for all practical purposes elsewhere in
the country, I think the situation is the same.

Let me quickly close then with a strong recommendation that
future banking, finance, and urban affairs legislation recognize the
potential of urban universities to assist in economic development
as well as the solution of educational and social problems. I would
ask that you further recognize universities throughout the United
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States like UAB are facing more and more difficult fiscal problems.
In the face of such problems, it is difficult to be involved in any-
thing other than our primary purpose, education. And therefore, it
is essential that we find supplementary support if we are going to
continue our involvement in community as well as economic devel-
opment programs.

Legislation which assists universities directly through financial
support or legislation which encourages others, through matching
funds or tax credits, to support the involvement of urban universi-
ties in enhancing the development and movement of the technology
to the private sector will create new jobs, new taxes, and pay hand-
some dividends.

How might such funds be spent?
To support the development of applied research centers that are

consistent with regional needs. In the case or Birmingham, this
might be in biotechnology, biomedical device manufacturing, mate-
rials, and telecommunications.

To support programs that result in the identification of new tech-
nology, both within and without the university, its appropriate
business evaluation, intellectual property protection and market-
ing.

Funds which would assist in site planning, site selection, plan-
ning and the early development of research park and incubator-
like facilities.

Legislation to encourage higher risk early stage investment
would also be welcome.

And finally, programs which increase interactions between uni-
versities and the private sector.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak on behalf of the role of
urban universities in economic development.

Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you very much, Dr. Roozen, that was
excellent.

Next we will hear from my college classmate, Mike Dobbins.
Mike, welcome, appreciate you being here as director of the De-
partment of Urban Planning. You may proceed as you wish with
your oral statement.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL DOBBINS, DIRECTOR OF URBAN
PLANNING, CITY OF BIRMINGHAM

Mr. DOBBINS. Thank you, Congressman. I am very happy to have
the opportunity to address the subcommittee and to testify on
behalf of the city and the planning program that we have been de-
veloping.

One of the great values of a hearing like this is it is, I think, the
opportunity for all of us to hear each other. I deal with each of
these folks on particular projects, but to hear it all at once is very
valuable and it is a way of better understanding what we are doing
and synthesizing our efforts. So the very holding of it, I think is
positive.

Partnership, which is what I am going to be really talking about
this morning, has been the cornerstone of Mayor Arrington's phi-
losophy and strategy for administering city business, now into his
fourth term. We have a motto down at City Hall that hangs out
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over the city council chambers that says "The people are the city".
And in the end, what works in the city is decided by the people
where it is happening; the communities, the schools, the work
force, businesses, places of employment, the cultural facilities, and
then the city as a whole. These processes intrinsically call for part-
nership approaches.

We have built partnerships at all levels for a wide range of pur-
poses over this length of time that the mayor has been in office
and even before. With neighborhoods we have partnerships that
have resulted in what has bme a national model for grassroots
citizen participation. With businesses, we have had a wide range of
projects where we have mutual interests that are served by part-
nership relationships. With merchants, we have formed partner-
ships to revitalize older commercial areas as well as parts of down-
town and in fact the downtown as a whole. We have worked with
industry and labor on a very active current strategy which I was
happy to hear Dr. Sibley mention as well as others, to reindustria-
lize the city, to recapture some of the that we lost in steel. We
have actually gained back about 10,111 of the 20,000 that we lost
over the last 12 years. And also with the universitiesI am going
to get into that a little bit later in more detail.

And the other area of partnership that is vital to us is perform-
ing and maintaining partnerships with other organs of local and
State government as well as the Federal Government, different
agencies in the Federal Government.

We continue to seek these partnerships even with those who
resist for whatever reason trying to find common cause. And the
reason we do this is because we have found that sharing is really
the key to our survival in the city. Finding the overlapand this is
a vital part of our processwe have found that where we can get
people to the table, that we are bound to fmd something we can
agree on, or somewhere where our interests and our concerns over-
lap. This provides the kernel for building solutions and finding
ways where each of the partners in the partnership can make their
own particular contribution toward making things better instead of
worse. We are dedicated to this approach in the city of Birming-
ham.

The need, the quest for this partnership has reached a new ur-
gency over the last several years because of what we see as the
Federal abandonment of cities over this past 10 or so years. The
abandonment is not just in funding and pmgram withdrawals that
we have all experienced, but is also philosophical, I think.

As I see it, the politics of majority rule have begun to negatively
affect citiesand I share Ken's definition of cities as metropolitan,
and I appreciate that because I think that is important. The poli-
tics of majority rule are reflecting that the urban vote, the inner
city urban vote, has lost its power both in numbers and I think in
campaign financing potential. What does this mean and what are
we doing about it?

In the political climate of these times, I think it means that divi-
siveness, polarization, probably born of parochial interests vying
for a place in the sun of the favored majority, is what is happening.
There is an undercurrent of division, splitting groups whose broad-
er common interests ought to, but do not seem to, override their
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narrow in-fighting instincts. We have to do things about this, we
have to respond to this sort of drift that is tending to constantly

fr
nt us in the metropolitan area. And we are doing that

a'geseem to lack, at the Federal level, an ideology for the whole
people. But I think an ideology that we do share with the universi-
ties, certainly one that we have charged ourselves with, is to look
for solutions that address the whole population of our city. And the
mayor has been very active in soliciting and eliciting and making
himself available to metropolitan sharing as well.

Partnership is a vital tactic in trying to overcome the divisive-
ness and polarization that we experience in this metro area. I
think we are actually better off than most metro areas around the
country in this respect, as I travel around.

And, of course, as a planner, I have to develop premises and sce-
narios on which to base how to look forward 10 years from now, 20
years from now, and come up with policy recommendations to the
mayor and council and community at large on which to develop
plaits and programs. Some of the premises on which I have based
our more optimistic scenarios are running countercurrent to the
current drift, present drift, of Federal policy. One of the things
that other speakers have mentioned that I think is really vital, is
that cities really are and always have been, a place for everybody:
rich, poor, black, white, old, young, whatever groups. Cities, when
they are functioning properly are the common ground, they are the
place where people come together to carry on lousiness, live, recre-
ate and share with each other, come to understand each other.

The fragmentation and disintegration that I have mentioned is
something that I reject as a premise to looking forward to the next
10 or 15 or 20 years. Rather, the city is an integral part of the
metro area, and on behalf of the city we really must, for our sur-
vival, seek cooperative, inclusive and unifying approaches to solv-
ing problems that defy parochial division. To try to overcome the
resistance to sharing, resistance to partnership. I speak fmm time
to time to groups about the idea of change. Cliange constantly is
occurring and you really have two choices in dealing with change.
You either can resist it and try to make things go back or to re-
strain things, or you can positively embrace it and look for the po-
sitives that are unifying out of change. Because if there is a con-
stant in the planning process, it is change. Planners are people
who have made a lot of mistakes in the past and probably are
making a lot of mistakes now and will in the future, but they are
constantly grappling with change; what is it going to be, what is it
likely to be like, and what kinds of things can we do now to begin
to positively embrace change.

And for me, it is not thinkable 10 years from now in Birming-
ham or the Birmingham metro area or the State or other cities to
premise our planning on the idea that we are going to be more di-
vided racially, age, rich and poor. Rather, we have to find ways to
come together.

So back to partnerships, it is absolutely vital that we form these
partnerships. We have to do that in order to carry on the continu-
ous process of building and rebuilding the urban fabric as a mosaic
of inclusiveness, tolerance, and enrichment of the quality of lifr for
all our people.
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The university and city relationship has got to be a strong one,
and I think there are a couple of things that we share. One is that
we really do function for the whole population. There are other pa-
rochial interests that have special interest agendas which are not
really concerned about the whole population, but the university is
and city government is.

That strong leg of sharing that we hold together, I think, is a
basis on which we can forge future partnerships and we have
talked about some in the past. I think it is very timely for the Con-
gressand I really appreciate your leadership to advance this con-
cept of hooking up the university and the city. It seems to me that
the counterpart to the land grant university and rural and agricul-
tural interests ought to be a relationship between city and urban
universities.

With that, I would like to mention some of the areas in which
the city is working closely and directly with universities, particu-
larly UAB, which is not only the largest employer in the city but
also the State, and which we are very, very pleased is located in
the city center of Birmingham. Lots of the urban universities that
Ken mentioned, of the 30 to 50 that are getting the large grants,
are in urban areas, but they are not necessarily committed to the
city center. And it is very important for our city government that
the university has made and expanded on and continues to enrich
its commitment to participate with us in rebuilding the city center.
In fact, Dr. McCallum chaired the coordinating committee to devel-
op the new city center master plan, played a very active leadership
role, and was very dynamic in determining what kinds of emphases
we should be placing to keep the city center strong. He will be pre-
senting that to the city council tomorrow morning as the city coun-
cil considers adopting the new city center master plan.

There are several specific things that the university has hooked
up with us on in promoting the city center master plan. There was
mention made of the Health Services Foundation but another area
that the university and the city share that is vitally important to
making the city center strong and putting it in the position to le-
verage the kind of private and institutional investments that will
keep the city center strong, is ungrading the quality of the streets
and transportation. The university has presently under construc-
tion the University Boulevard project, which is to beautify the en-
trance to the university from I-65 aii the way across to Red Moun-
tain Expressway. That work is under construction with support
from the city. The university has supported the city in the develop-
ment of 20th Street south from Birmingham Green to Five Points
South. Some of that work is under construction now, as witnessed
by the sidewalk under construction in front of the Health Services
Foundation headquarters.

Congressman Erdreich asked where some more fruitful avenues
might be for investing Federal funds to support urban university
activities. One candidate in that regard particularly that the city
and Dr. McCallum and the univensity share is the enhancement of
transit as a method of connecting the civic center, which in our
city is at the north end of town, of the city center, with Five Points
South, which is our entertainment area to the south, with the uni-
versity sort of in the middle of that.
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We also have in this partnership looking for transit solutions the
Alabama Power Co. I think there is a very fruitful opportunity to
look for research or development, programming funds that could
work with our Birmingham/Jefferson Transit Authority, city of
Birmingham, [JAB in the city center planning process. That is one
area.

Another area that is currently going on with the university that
some mention has been made to, which does have linkage between
community development block grant funding, is the Wood lawn and
West End neighborhood community revitalization programs with
the Center for Urban Affairs at the university. The city has com-
mitted community development block grant funds over the last 3
or 4 years to support entire neighborhoods in their ability to
produce, maintain, and rehabilitate housing as well as some of the
other vital anchors of these older communities. One, in fact that is
again on the city council agenda tomorrow that is really galvanized
by the city and the University Center for Urban Affairs is the
West End part of Birmingham and the specific action that will be
taken is the declaration of an urban renewal area that will allow a
neighborhood based development corporation to do housing devel-
opment activity in the West End part of Birmingham.

Other things that the university has done continuously for sever-
al years is carrying on business satisfaction surveys where we find
out what businesses in Birmingham are finding that works and
what does not work, trying to use the vehicle of the university's re-
search capability to help guide us into making decisions that make
business easier, pleasanter, or less a bureaucracy than it might be
otherwise.

Data sharing is something we have done with UAB for years and
continue to do. Census and all the data that flow therefrom. The
university has traditionally helped trainingI mentioned earlier
the citizen participation program that the city has developed. The
university has helped us in many ways with that, not the least of
which has been to train neighborhood leaders. Every 2 years we
have elections of officers for all our neighborhoods and you cannot
live in Birmingham without being a neighborhood. And these train-
ing sessions for new officers and old officers have often been con-
ducted by staff of the Center for Urban Affairs in conjunction with
city staff. And that is very important.

The midtown area of Birmingham, which is the area between the
university and the corporate and banking core of the city along
20th Street is another one that we are finding partnership ways to
share in. The city has supported the development of an essentially
private initiative to build new housing, which is right downtown in
between the downtown core of the city and the university. That is
under construction now too with the full support of the university
and I think there are more avenues in developing residential sup-
port for the city center that we are continuing to explore with the
university.

The Oxmoor area has been mentioned and I really will not go
into that in any more detail. I think it is a subject in and of itself,
but it is an extremely exciting event which I will just summarize
by saying that 5 years ago if people said we were going to do some-
thing in Oxmoor, they said Oxmoor, what is that? That is out at
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the end of nowhere, nothing is going to happen there." Whereas
now, ()moor, even in the minds of the community at large, has de-
veloped a certain magic and presence as a place where a new
urban development, urban growth, and opportunity is reaily un-
folding as we speak.

I would mention a couple of other things. It is not just UAB, al-
though I do not know that I can say that in this room, that we co-
operate with. Samford University has become the home of the
vendor for the city's and soon to be the county's and BellSouth's
and the power company's geographic based information system. We
are beginning to see linkages and unifying the fact the university,
UAB, has also adopted that same system for keeping track of all of
its geographic based information.

Samford is also the home for the Public Affairs Research Council
of Alabama, which is a research group that is working with an-
other university, Birmingham Southern, and the city to explore
this cooperation with local government theme that I was talking
about earlierhow can we fmd things where our fellow local gov-
ernments and county governments can identify problems that need
solving and develop solutions to them, Birmmgham Southern also
is involved with us to some extent in market research and survey-
ing activity.

Auburn University, the last couple of years, has moved an out-
post of their Architecture Department, set up a center for architec-
ture and urban design which is right in the core of the city. It has
worked with the city to elaborate the architectural, urban design,
and planning aspects of various projects that are either thought
about or proposed to the city. And that is a new one in the last
couple of years, but a very promising opportunity for partnership.

Miles College, we have sort of shared, particularly with the law
school. Some of the city judges and attorneys teach, and city staff
have gone through that law school very successfully, and at least
one passed the bar the first time. One of the people that used to
work in my department managed to do that and continues to sup-
port Miles Law through faculty support activities.

Ken is passing me a note, or Tennant is, that Jefferson State also
is involved with adult literacy and encouraging college attendance.
In fact, Jeff State, Lawson State, and Bessemer Tech have been
talking together about coming up with training the technicians
that will be needed to fuel the economy and the industry that we
anticipate happening in Oxmoor, as Ken's dynamism begins to
produce the kind of development that we think is going to happen
out there. It is very exciting.

Let me mentionCongressman Erdreich mentioned some things
about where funds might go. I think that there is a great opportu-
nity for environmental funding for some of our common issues in
this, and I think it is a university and city common charge. Mayor
Arrington has taken the initiative in the last year or so to try to
get the other local governments to look at our Cahaba River, which
is the water source for the city as sell as a unique environmental
asset for the region. That work is going on, there has been at least
a tentative commitment on the part of all of the other jurisdictions.
county and city, to support finding some kind of common set of reg-
ulations and agreements that we can use to apply to development
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that would occur in the Cahaba watershed. That is an area that
could be greatly supported by some injection of research type
funds. Frankly, we are winging it now, we are trying to sort of
back into a set of solutions that wouldthat we think we can agree
on that would make things better, but it is a long way from solu-
tion.

There are a number of other environmental issues that could
lend themselves to Federal support. The EPA has required storm
water management plans from all jurisdictions throughout the
country with no concomitant public, Federal support to help us de-
velop those. Our first stage in that is due in November, the second
stage a year from November. And this is another area that is very
sensitive and could lend itself to some cross-disciplinary approaches
instead of just taking care of how much water runs down hill, how
it interfaces with environmental concerns. And there are a number
of others in the environmental arena that I think could benlit.

The economic development links, I think Ken covered those very
well. I support those 100 percent.

I mentioned briefly transportation. I think one of the things that
Mayor Arrington has been trying to do is to take those places
where the most people travel in this city, like the entrances off the
interstates, or the most heavily trafficked streets, and make them
attractive, make them look like front doors, like a place you would
want to come to instead of back doors and back alleys, which is the
way they look in most cities around the country, and still do here
more than they should. Federal funds in fact can be made available
for beautification, but they typically are not. There is a great re-
sistance in the community of highway builders to the idea that get-
ting off the interstate should be evenr bit as and maybe even more
attractive than traveling along it. We think that is a very impor-
tant place for initiative.

I mentioned the transit initiative. We need to have a trarsit ap-
proach to solving our transportation problems in this community. I
had a conversation just 2 or 3 weeks ago with our State highway
director, and for the first time I heard that there was really a seri-
ous thought that U.S. 280, which we are most familiar with, maybe
will not be solved as a transportation problem without a serious
transit component. That is an area that needs Federal support in
order to achieve.

And the last thing I wanted to mention is that the housing inkia-
tives that are beginning to come out of the Home Program through
HUD and community building activities that the Center for Urban
Affairs has been involved with, always need more funding. These
are the areas of greatest need and least resource. And any area,
from the range of research into new technologies, into regulatory
approaches that suppoa housing initiatives, to building local en-
tirely community based organizations to produce and develop hous-
ing. All of the ave are, I think, areas that should be explored for
further Federal funding. I have not mentioned education because it
is coming up.

Chairman ERDREICH. All right, Mike. Thank you very much.
That was a very good run-down of what is going on from the city
with the UAB. And as you probably know, the Urban University
Grant Program indeed encourages a consortium of schools. It wants
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to marry up a large university with smaller schools in the commu-
nity. That is one of the conceptsto maximize resources again, and
put everybody together that we can.

Dr. Hammonds, we appreciate you coming. I know your schedule
was tight this morning. You have heard some of what has gone
before you, it has been a good session, but again we appreciate you
being here, of course, as Superintendent of Schools of the city of
Birmingham and the involvement of the school system with UAB,
and so we are glad to hear you and the floor is yours for a few mo-
ments. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF DR. CLEVELAND HAMMONDS. SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, CITY OF BIRMINGHAM

Dr. HAMMONDS. Thank you, Congressman. Last week, I attended
a meeting of the large city school superintendents. The people in
that room represented 25 percent of all the students in this country
and we were lamenting about the kind of understanding that we
felt perhaps was lacking in the present administration and the fact
there is such a great reservoir and great potential in all of these
students as far as developing the work force of the future.

And it is with that in mind that I approach my few comments
this morning, because it is the urban universities combining with
the urban school systems that can search and expl,,re and find new
and effective ways of developing this great reservoir of talent that
we will need in the future.

We know that health is one of the major problems that young
people face in the great urban centers and Birmingham is no dif-
ferent. UAB and the Birmingham schools, as I am sure you have
already heard, have started the Titusville project, that has empha-
sized health, using the school as the center but radiating out into
the community looking at the total community and how it might
impact on their youngsters' opportunity for a productive future.

We all know that we need leadership in the urban schools, so the
BellSouth Foundation sent $250,000 as a challenge grant that UAB,
combined with the school system, is trying to develop more effec-
tive way of identifying potential principals and then developing
their skills so they can be effective leaders in the urban setting. We
are starting that this fall.

In every instance where we have had a problem, the university
has stepped forward and combined with us to seek solutions. I
think that potential exists throughout this country and I think
that it should be explored to its fullest. I am sure you heard about
the school in Oxmoor Valley that the city, the university, and the
school system combined together to come up with a state-of-the-art
plan for developing a school in that area to attract and hold citi-
zens there. That will be an exciting adventure for us and we are
looking forward to it.

We need to prepare teachers for urban teaching and we are pres-
ently exploring with the university sources of revenue and income
where we can put together a program that will be on the cutting
edge of developing professional people to work in this setting.

Any improvement of the neighborhoods, whether we are talking
about streetsany infrastructure improvement improves the
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schools because that is the quality of life that those youngsters are
ex to, that is the kind of stimulant that they will have that
wirleseVher be an asset or may be a drag on their developing their
potential so that they can be productive citizens.

So I would encourage any kind of incentives that will assist and
aid these kind of partnerships. And I know that I am preaching to
the choir when I say to you that the cities are the new frontier, the
source of great resources, and the source of our future work force.

Thank you.
Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you very much, Dr. Hammonds and

thank you all. I thought your comments were excellent and will
make a body of material that I certainly will peruse further and I
think my colleagues in Congress will.

Tennant, did you have a comment before we open a few ques-
tions?

Dr. MCWILLIAMS. Congressman Erdreich, I would just like to
follow up on a theme that Superintendent Hammonds concluded
with.

Recently we have seen in American film some movies which
depict both the reality and the romance of the American frontier
in the period roughly 1850 to 1890. You may know I am a histori-

an, historians always get "struck" about thingsand I just got
struck, and I would like to comment for just a moment on the city

as a frontier.
We who sit before youand there are many others all across

America who work in the urban scene every dayare very much
excited by the frontier of the American city. There possibly are
some Americans who are frightened by this frontier, but remember
that the frontier of the city that is sometimes perceived as prob-

lematic, is not nearly so problematic as the frontier of the Ameri-
can West in the 1880's and 1890's.

We made some errors in moving through that frontier: we made
some errors regarding the indigenous populations, we made some
errors regarding the environment. Certainly we will do our best
never to make such errors again in American life. But there was
also an energy and an excitement that really propelled this society
forward as it moved through that frontier experience. And I urge
you in the U.S. Congress, and other leaders in Washington, to
think of the city the way Dr. Hammonds just defined it, as a fron-

tier. There is energy. There are resources, particularly human re-
sources there that, when acted upon are at least as dramatic, if not
more dramatic, than someone crossing the Mississippi River or put-
ting a foot on the Moon.

And this is in no way to suggest that the space movement is not
significant. It is just that there may be a child in the sixth grade in
an inner city school who has the mind to take the space movement
on to its next generation but unless that talent has a chance to be
acted upon, that innovation in life might not occur.

The second point. There are elements, very significant groups in

American education today that have been working on the city as a
frontier in a highly pructive way. I draw your attention to the
Urban Affairs Association, which you will hear from in a moment;
and the Urban 13, a group of urban universities that have been
working long, hard, and effectively with very little funds to im-
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prove the quality of life for all Americans, particularly urban citi-
zens; and the Urban Affairs Division of the National Association of
State Universities and Land Grant Colleges under the excellent
leadership of Mr. Nevin Brown. These groups end others have a lot
of knowledge within them. And as we consider ways of providing
more resources to draw on the talents of the city as the frontier, I
hope that the people that have been associated with the Urban Af-
fairs Association, Urban 13 and the Urban Affairs Division of the
National Association of Urban Universities and Land Grant Col-
leges will be called upon for impact because that talent is there.

Chairman ERDREICH. I like your comments, Tennant, and I would
say I agree with you. Part of what I have had my subcommittee, in
its small part, focus on is looking at our urban communities, our
citiesnot just this hearing but we have held hearings on afford-
able housing, community development enhancement and looking at
what really has to be a cross-disciplinary effort. And what we are
doing here, the synergism I hope we can achieve from universities
as a major part of our urban communities in being a better part-
ner. They are alreadythe story I am hearing here, UAB is an ex-
cellent partnerbut universities across America being strong part-
ners for enhancing our communities is something we need to do
more toward. And I know my colleague Claude Harris sharesin
fact we were talking, just whispering a second ago, that if there is
one thing that should be at the highest of our agenda in 1991 and
1992 is the plight of our cities, which our urban communities too
often I think in the last decade have been underfunded and over-
looked or a lack of funds necessary and a lack of commitment. We
do need more of that.

Let me just ask you oneI have about 100 questions for you guys
and our time is going to get away from usjust one example, and
you may have mentioned it, Tennant, when you started out talking
about a homeless study, which struck me as obviously a problem
that is across America, an area that the university obviously got
involved in. How was that initiated and what reaction to that
re trt or what utilization of that report by the governmental offi-
cials took place, just in a capsule?

Dr. McWiLumds. The initiative came from several individual fac-
ulty; in this case, they happened to be sociologists. It could have
come from other groups, but sociology is part'mlarly well suited as
a discipline for studying issues of homelessness. It came from three
faculty who saw the urban life around them as not only a possibili-
ty for a scholarly study, but more important, a scholarly study that
had direct, immediate application to improving the quality of life
in the city. In this case, these were three urban sociologists, indi-
viduals trained to observe and analyze the urban scene.

They concluded that the stereotype of the homeless person was
false, that there were many people out there in the world of home-
lessness who are dropouts from the middle and upper middle class,
and that all sorts of intervention projects could work for these indi-
viduals as well as those who are from less fortunate socioeconomic
backgrounds. The study was reported on in several national schol-
arly forums and it was also reported upon in the newspaper, USA
Today.
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There are no significant funds available to act on the conclusions
that they found. In other words, they understood the problem and
the city of Birmingham cooperated in a major way with their
study. These people were doing studies all night every night in the
midge of winter, and they found compassion on the part of city of-
ficials working very closely with the university faculty, but to my
knowledge there are no adequate funds available to act on the con-
clusions that they found.

Chairman ERDREICH. OK. Mike, I wonder because the emergency
fund that the McKinney Act which we passed several years ago
provides emergency shelter, food, medical. This may be beyond
that.

Dr. McWiizz Am. That is sothat is so.
Mr. DOBBINS. I might just comment briefly that one of the things

that that study gave uswhat we try to do in city government is to
find something that works and build on that to try to make things
better instead of worse. When we succeed in doing that, at the end
of the week, we have had a great week.

One of the things that study got into was the developmentand
I think we have been very successful in the level and degree and
breadth of community support for dealing with homelessness in
this city. Dr. Michaels at Cooper-Green Hospital has been a very
strong leader, there are a lot of other very strong leaders. Elise
Penfield who is out at Birmingham Southern College runs an orga-
nization called PATH, which is Partnership Assistance to the
Homeless, We have a comprehensive homelessness assistance pro-
grain. The McKinney Act funds have been jointly managed
through the Community Development Department of the city, the
housing authority, and in fact have been very effective in at least
stabilizing and moderating thewhat was looking to be a rampant
homelessness situation. Also, we have gotten a lot of outside grant
support, particularly to the health care aspects of the homelessness
program, in addition to the McKinney Act funds.

But the point I wanted to make is that we cannot deal with these
problems without a constant circle of unifying the theory of it and
the practice of it and letting those two arms inform each other in a
dynamic and consistent way. In fact, it might be a good idea for
Ferris to get back in touchI think he has been in touch with us
all along.

I think that, like a lot of cities, we have got lots of problems.
This is one area I cannot say we have solved, but I do think that
the McKinney Act funding has been vital in at least mitigating
some of its worst aspects.

Chairman ERDREICH. Dr. Hammonds, there was a mention earli-
er of training for urban teachers. Is that something that is going on
now between UAB and your school system?

Dr. HAMMONDS. We have a number of cooperative efforts. What
we are trying to develop now is a new program that will look at
the experience that successful urban teachers have and see if there
is something we can transport into the academic scene and then
prepare people to be more effective before they reach the class-
room. So the answer to the question is no, we do not have it in
practice yet, but we are writing proposals to try to implement that.
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Chairman ERDREICH. I have got some additional questions, but I
am hogging the show here. Congressman Harris, do you have any
questions? I may have a couple more after you have a round.

Mr. HARRIS. A couple of things. Dr. Roozen, you mentioned some
legislationand I was writing a note and I did not get it allen-
couraging I think high risk investment. Could you tell us a little
more about that? This is certainly one of the things that 1 am in-
terested in also and your ideas.

Dr. ROOZEN. The principal point I was trying to make is that it is
becoming increasingly difficult to find early stage seed money. The
reason for this is, of course, the high risk. And the private venture
capital pendulum tends to swing back and forth, and it will move
toward making later stage investments, things that are less risky,
more secure, and then will realize it is running out of investments
to make because they did not invest in early stage and then the
pendulum will swing laack, so it goes back and forth.

I think, although a number of colleagues of mine would disagree,
we have substantive amounts of money for basic research in this
country. We could always use more and I suspect we could do a
little more with it. The difficulty is moving something from the
basic research observation to the point where it is of interest to
venture capital people. Now the SBIR Programs, the Federal SBIR
Programs, are focused on trying to bridge that gap but they are not
as well funded as they might be. They do not allow a majority of
funds to go to the universities during phase one. And so I think
with some tinkering, that would be facilitated.

I think tax credits and other mechanisms that encourage invest-
ment might be useful in this regard and not force direct subsidy of
these programs. A number of States which have tried to put in
place these early stage seed funds have used that mechanism in
order to encourage investment and have been quite successful. But
to my knowledge, that has not been done at the Federal level. And,
of course, as you know better than I, over the years there has been
a tinkering with the tax credit for R&D carried out by major corpo-
rations, and that, of course, has an impact on the extent to which
they invest in their own R&D or the R&D that is carried out in
universities and ultimately leads to new products in their compa-
ny.

Mr. HARRIS. I had the opportunity to visit the city of Chicago and
see some things that they were doing. Mike, do not know whether
you have had a chance to look at some of the things that they have
worked on in blighted areas there within the city. Of course, they
are very supportive of enterprise zones and this was one way that
they hadI was very impressed with what they had done. And in
some areas where a lot of businesses had closed and whatever fund-
ing they could put together to encourage the plants to open and
they had some bright shiny new faces in some areas that had just
stood in disrepair for some time.

Mr. Dossmrs. We have been in touch with Chicago. In fact, one of
the private sector initiatives in Chicago, a good friend of mine has
been running that for some time.

One thing I did not mention about Birmingham is that the State
does have an enterprise zone program and Birmingham does have
a 10,000 acre area set aside for the State enterprise zone, which
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has been actually quite active and has been an important part of
the mayor's reindustrialization strategy. We have had about 25 to
80 businesses take advantage of the rather minor tax relief that lo-
cating or evanding in an enterprise zone in the city of Birming-
ham can afford, but still that is part of an overall picture that I
think has been very important.

And the revitalization programs that you have seen in Chicago
arewe have had some good intercommunication with Chicago
folks and other cities, and we have 22 separate revitalization dis-

tricts in the city of Birmingham, some of them, Five Points South
being one of the early ones that did terrific, came from being about
a third vacant 10 years ago to a real center for the metropolitan
area. Others are not doing so well, partly because as the prograxn
developed, the Federal support funding for it just fell off the cliff, it
really did. We built all that on CDBG funds and revenue sharing
funds that have since been essentially withdrawn for those kinds of
purposes.

Mr. HAiuus. I could not help but agree with you more that, as
has been mentioned, certainly the pride of the cities and inner
cities has got to be an issue that comes to the forefront, along with
some other issues that I can think of, as being very important. And
hopefully we are going to see some addressing by both parties in
our upcoming Presidential campaign. I think that is going to be a
very significant issue and it needs to be. We are seeing initiatives
all around the world, but we need to see initiatives at home too in
that we have people that need help.

Mr. DOBBINS. One of the disturbing demographics in the upcom-
ing campaigns is that the suburban areas actually now somewhat,
really considerably, wershadow the inner city areas in terms of
voting strength. And that is one of the reasons that the mayor has
been so intent on trying to build metropolitan relationships, so we
can get the metro areas to think of themselves as cities instead of
cities versus suburbs.

Mr. Emus. Well, I know the Oxmoor Program is something that
we are all proud of, and I might just mention to you that I was
born and raised in a big place called Shannon, AL, which is right
there by Oxmoor, and that when we used to drive to town, we
would come through there and I can remember a time when about
the only thing you could see was a fellow growing some turnip
greens. Of course, you do not see any turnip greens laying out
there any more. But it has certainly been an exciting thing to
watch.

You know, we talk about this partnership, and as I said, I am
very excited about the concept and we can only look at the pro-
gram that I mentioned that happened in Tuscaloosa in 1984 where
the university got involved with General Motors and saved a plant
down there. And you say well what can we point to, and here was
an industry that put $7 million a year into the economy, 200 jobs,
good jobs, Jobs with benefits. But they had to come up with almost
half a million dollars in savings to keep that plant in operation.
And in 8 months time, the task force that involved the university,
that involved General Motors, that involved the United Auto
Workers, they had achieved that. And as part of the contract that
was entered into, the university was getting $750,000 a year in
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scholarships from General Motors. So there are all kinds of bene-
fits that can come out of this partnership, and I think that we have
got to work to forge more partnerships and draw on the expertise
that we have at our universities like UAB, University of Alabama
at Tuscaloosa and others that you have mentioned.

I am excited and I just look forward to working with Congress-
man Erdreich and other people as we really develop and pursue
this.

Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you, Congressman Harris, and thank
you, panelists.

Thank you all for coming, I appreciate it very much.
Mr. Do BEM. We will take the whole $8 million, Congressman.

[Laughter.]
Chairman ERDREICH. Right.
We will welcome the third panel if they would assemble. Thank

you, gentlemen, for being with us and I appreciate your patience in
wrapping up the session.

Jim Harrison, president of the Association of Urban Universities;
James Sankovitz, vice president for government affairs, Marquette;
and Charles Ruch, provost and VP for government affairs at Vir-
ginia Commonwealth University.

Thank you all for being here. Your written statements, without
objection, are made a part of our record, as you know. We will go
forward with James Sankovitz of Marquette. Again, thank you for
being here and if you, in the interest of time, would orally con-
dense and rapidly tell us I think also is a similar story that
Marquette has th.at UAB has, we would appreciate hearing from
you. Go ahead please.

STATEMENT OF JAMES SANKOVITZ, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Mr. SANROVITZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and also Congress-
man Harris.

Being a member of a third panel, it is always prudent to antici-
pate that what you were going to say has been said and resaid and
tailored previously. So I will let the written testimony stand as con-
text for a few other comments that I would like to say in very
rapid fashion. The written testimony is written in the context of
the Higher Education Act, now in the process of reauthorization, as
you know. But I would like to speak more directly to some of the
things that affect the nature and the jurisdiction of your subcom-
mittee.

I wouild like to submit for the record as an addition to my writ-
ten testimony, a letter from our mayor, who supports what is
called the Marquette plan for revitalization, crime intervention,
and community redevelopment.

Chairman ERDREICH. Without objection, it will be part of our
record.

Mr. SANKovrrz. Marquette University is an urban institution.
People have different definitions for urban. One's urban is not nec-
essarily another's urban. We are located on the edge of downtown
Milwaukee. We are part of a neighborhood of 90 square city blocks.
We have commerce and freeways on two borders and we have on
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most of the other two borders decaying, deteriorating, largely resi-
dential areas. The ramshackled homes and old apartment buildings
stand cheek-to-jowl with the Marquette University campus.

Marquette University is called the General Motors anchor of the
neighborhood. I do not know if Congressman Harris would like this
as a reference since he has referred to General Motors several
times, but after seeing the profit and loss statement from General
Motors 2 weeks ago, I would prefer that we were known as General
Electric or something like that.

We are about one-sixth the size and operating budget of the Uni-
versity of Alabama at Birmingham. To paraphrase the famous
Dartmouth College case, we are small, but there are those of us
who love it dearly.

Our conditions were much affected in recent years because we
have had five students killed in very tragic circumstances; two by
gunfire, one by knifing, one by an outrageous hit and run, and one
by a thoroughly outrageous arsonist attack. But that comes with
part of our location. There are 28 Jesuit colleges and universities in
the country. Most of them are like pigeons; they flock to the down-
town. That is where we are and that is what we live with.

But we live with what we think is a warped sense of priorities in
this country, and we are really delighted to have this opportunity
to promote urban institutions of higher education.

There are two massive undertakings in the city of Milwaukee.
One expends more than $2 billion for sewers; another expends $116
million for a new jail. Both are growth industries. We would hope
that higher education, particularly urban higher education, would
receive that kind of attention and be considered that important to
our civilization and our citizens.

Mr. Dobbins, in his commentsI think his was the only testimo-
ny on this topictouched on a different kind of collaboration, that
between institutions. While we consider ourselves fine campuses,
we can justifiably be criticized for not talking to each other a great
deal. We use an example of what we think is, at least in a sense in
Milwaukee, a picture of the future. In the Surface Transportation
Act there is a sizable allocation of funds for light rail in Milwau-
kee. We are not at the cutting edge, we are trying to catch up. The
mayor calls it the brain tram. The brain tram in Milwaukee is
being planned to link the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee,
which is in the far eastern edge of the city on the lake, then run
the light rail through downtown and past the Milwaukee Technical
College and the Milwaukee School of Engineering, then past the
Marquette University campus and then out to the county grounds
to the Medical College of Wisconsin. Now why do we call this the
brain trainwell that is the mayor's label. We like it for one
reason. We realize that no matter how much money and how much
ambition we have, we will never be able to bring a uniformly high
quality of academic program across all disciplines. And if there is a
neighboring institution that is good in one spot and another one
that is good in a different discipline, and a third that is equally
good in yet another field, if there can be a reasonably good way to
transport people back and forth and we can figure out how to cross
transfer credits and learn to live with institutions that are in the
same industry, and if light rail can do that, that is a wonderful
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thing for the future that will avoid the kinds of duplications and
overbudget expenditures that none of us can handle.

We have the same thing of a collaborative sense that holds prom-
ise for Milwaukee in a field in which there is a great deal of mys-
tique. Biomedical engineering, biostatistics, biomathematics, bio-
physics. There are at least six nationally and internationally
known enterprises in Milwaukee, but all operating quite independ-
ently of each other. Thus, the overarching umbrella and central
collaborative effort is missing. That sort of effort now to bring
those together, to make them work together and to conserve funds
in the future by reducing duplication, is now a project underway.

We think that this subcommittee can do a couple of thingsat
least a couple of things. It has housing as part of its jurisdiction.
You can incite people to think about how neighborhoods are to be
restored in in-fill and redevelopment renewal rather than the cut
and slash approaches of the first urban renewal projects of the
1950's and the 1960's. Anything that you can do on this topic with
your policy research would be excellent.

Second, we hope to turn our neighborhood with the help of many
partners, essentially through a tax incremental financing district.
That gets a little dicey when you have a tax exempt entity involved
because what we try to do in a tax incremental financing district is
raise valuation generally across the board, and as you raise the
tide, all boats go up. Unfortunately when a tax exempt entity is
linked to a taxable, some people take a suspicious view of it and
say you are raising the value, so you raise the taxes and the taxes
then pay for the infrastructure that benefits you. It is a difficult
thing to explain and I think additional policy research on the part
of your subcommittee could help us defend that approach to rede-
velopment.

And finally my last comment. Urban institutions and urban edu-
cation could use either a good swift kick in the pants or a shot in
the arm equal to Sputnik. You will remember when Sputnik went
up in the late 1950's, our citizens stared at it and asked what does
it mean to us. What it meant is we had lost our edge and we had to
hustle to catch up. And hustle we did and a lot of it was through
education, and a lot of that in urban located institutions that had
the ability and the desire to do a good job. If you and your col-
leagues can come up with a Sputnik rally cry for urban education,
we would be very grateful.

Thank you.
Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you very much,
Dr. Ruch, I think we are going to take you second, representing

VCU. Tell us your story. Again, your written statement is part of
the record and we appreciate you being here.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sankovitz can be found in the
appendix.]

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES RUCH, PROVOST AND VICE PRESI-
DENT FOR GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, VIRGINIA COMMON-
WEALTH UNIVERSITY

Dr. RUCH. Thank you, Congressman. I am delighted to be here
this morning to speak broadly in favor of the reauthorization of the
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Higher Education Act, which you have been instrumental in sup-
porting and specifically to the matters before us.

Like my colleague, I am very aware of being at the end of the
railroad train. There is not too much that will be new, so I will
focus my comments most directly on one proposition and several
examples that your subcommittee might view in terms of addition-
al Federal initiatives.

My proposition is simply that I believe to a large extent the
future of American cities is inextricably tied to the future of the
urban university. Anything that can be done to strengthen this
partnership, everyone benefits. Through the interactions of the uni-
versity and its surrounding urban communities, real life problems
are identified, solutions are found, the quality of urban life en-
hanced, and urban populations are educated to form the work force
and the citizenry of the 21st century. That is my major proposition
to you. Let me provide you with several examples from the Rich-
mond experience.

Virginia Commonwealth University is a large urban university.
It has two campuses and they bold up the anchors of the downtown
Richmond area. In many ways, we are very much like the Univer-
sity of Alabama at Birmingham in our configuration.

1Ve have several new initiatives which I would like to bring to
your attention to demonstrate the critical role thpt the urban uni-
versities are playing in cities but also to suggest additional avenues
for Federal initiative.

We have entered into a joint agreement with the city of Rich-
mond for the maintenance of a park. That in and of itself does not
sound particularly important. 18ut the park is adjacent to the
campus, was deteriorating and was not the source of great enjoy-
ment for either the citizenry or the university. Opportunities for
universities and cities to enhance the aesthetic quality of the
neighborhoods through such a program as an urban environmental
enhancement initiative would serve to assist these kinds of activi-
ties which provide opportunities for students and the citizenry
alike.

Second, our foundation is examining a way to develop what we
call a "community assistance" program. We are searching for ways
to find financial incentives to improve and enhance the neighbor-
hoods adjacent to the VCU campuses. As my colleagues before me,
anything that can be done to strengthen housing initiatives for the
inner city will benefit urban universities and our cities alike. Hous-
ing is one of our critical issues as we try to reinvite citizens to
return and live in the center city.

Third, we have a community service associates program, which
permits faculty to move out and spend time in a variety of commu-
nity projects. The enactment and continued reauthorization of the
Urban Grant University Act will strengthen that activity. We in
fact are spending time in all kinds of activities; working with the
Urban League, working with public schools, working with the city
budget office, working with a local fire museum on public relations
activity. What is important is as our faculty get off campus and
become involved in the life of the city; they are enriched, their
scholarship is strengthened, their instruction is richer while at the
same time providing direct service to the city.
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We have used our recreation and athletic facilities as an un-
abashed way to invite urban young people to visit our campus. We
have a variety of initiatives in this regard and we welcome other
ways to bring urban youngstem on campus where we engage in
athletic activities and also needed academic enrichment activities.

Our two most vexsome and yet potentially successful activities
have to do with (1) our initiative to the State/Federal/business and
university task force to address the longstanding conditions of a
four-block area somewhat adjacent to our campus which has frank-
ly become a combat zone. We have tried to mobilize all sorts of sup-
port and funding, first to deal with the issues of alcoholic and drug
abuse in the area, but also to begin to find ways in which we canhelp that neighborhood plan for itself and redevelop its urban
thrust. We believe there must be more exciting and profitable waysfor an area adjacent to a university campus to profit from and to
enhance their economic development than through these abuses.
Consequently, we are exploring the use of urban block grant funds
and any other available incentive programspublic or private
that we can use to develop a plan for the area and then to help it
redevelop its own economic initiatives.

Finally, we, like other universities are interested in research
park activities. We have an incubator program and we have just
completed a combined study with city and official business leaders
to explore the development of a biotech research facility adjacent
to our medical center.

Opportunities, as you have heard earlier, for venture capital andfor early stage funding for research and development activities
would enhance that activity.

I believe the Richmond story is indicative of many urban univer-
sities across the country, Mr. Chairman. Urban universities are vi-
tally involved in the life of their cities. Any initiatives from yoursubcommittee that can further strengthen the urban environment,
urban housing, transportation, as well as direct support for individ-
uals to take higher education, will enhance urban universities and
interactively enhance the quality of life in the cities.

I thank you for the opportunity.
Chairman ERDREICH. OK, thank you, Dr. Ruch, I appreciate your

comments.
Last, we hear from Jim Han ison who is president of the Associa-

tion of Urban Universities. Mr. Harrison, thank you also for being
in attendance and you can go forth with your oral statement.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Ruch can be found in the appen-
dix.]

STATEMENT OF JIM HARRISON, PRESIDENT. ASSOCIATION OF
URBAN UNIVERSITIES

Mr. HARRISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Harris.
Very recently your colleague Bill Ford of Michigan, the chair-

man of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee of the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee finished 44 days of hearings and heard
447 witnesses on the Higher Education Act. As I had this morning,
I had the honor of being the last of the 447. I made a comment
about being the last dog to be hung and the member of the commit-
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tee who was presiding at that late stage of the day made another
remark, a metaphor about how cows jump over fences and the
whole thing got out of hand.

Rut anyway, like today, we were hearing from people, a long line
of people who had a lot of very concrete evidence to bring to you.
And that is why I asked my colleagues here if I could come on last,
because I cannot enlighten you, the people attending this hearing,
about what Birmingham needs from its urban university or indeed
what its urban university can do for Birmingham. The people here
know that better than almost anyone in Washington, with the pos-
sible exception of you.

The people in Marquette know better what their urban universi-
ty and their city need from each other than anyone in Washington,
and the people in Richmond and the people in Boston and San
Francisco and New York and all of the other several hundred
American cities with urban universities and urban colleges in their
midst.

And that is central to title XI of the Higher Education Act, the
Urban Grant University Act about to be renumbered as title IA.
The concept of that title, the central concept, has been that deci-
sions about what the universities and cities will do for each other
and those three words are importantthat central decision is
going to be made on a local basis by local people who know what
the local problems are and know what local solutions can be
brought to bear.

This hearing brings to mind the words of the great baseball poet,
Yogi Berra, who said something about this "reminding him of deja
vu all over again."

The last time I was in Birmingham to talk about urban grant
was in 1978. The president of the University of Alabama at Bir-
mingham came to his own campus and testified about this legisla-
tion. Mayor David Vann came. A city councilman named Arrington
came and testified. People came from the business community,
from the UAB faculty, a vice president of another great neighbor-
ing urban university named Georgia State, Ed Hughes, came and
testified. And a Jefferson County Commissioner by the name of
Erdreich came and testified. And he made the same point more
briefly than I am making it this morning. He talked concretely.
Mr. Erdreich, I have your testimony here, I think the last printed
copy of those 15-year-old remarks.

Chairman ERDREICH. I have got one in my office.
Mr. HARRISON. There are two. Nobody can borrow this.
You talked concretely about how Birmingham and UAB had co-

operated with Cooper Green Hospital on health problems. You
talked concretely about how Birmingham, UAB, and Jefferson
County had collaborated on developing a merit system for the
county and for the cities in it. You did not talk about the broad
principles of city town-gown relationships. You talked about very
concrete things in a very concrete environment.

You did one other thing, sir, and I want it on the record. You
stuck with it. You have come to Congress and you have been sup-
portive of title XI throughout its long life and it has been a long
life. This will be the third time it will be authorizedit is about to
be reauthorized. I think the deal is a done deal, the two Houses
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have arrived at virtually identical versions. They will go to confer-
ence over it, but it is not going to take a lot of trouble to work out
those differences. The Appropriations Committees of both Houses
have seen the light with a little prodding from you and Bin Ford
and Tom Sawyer of Ohio, a former mayor, and Mark Hatfield of
Oregon who haa a wonderful urban university in his Stateand
they have put some money at the disposal of the urban grant idea.
And so I think it is about to get started as a Federal program.

But title XI has been encouraging urban universities for years,
the 10 years it has been on the statute books, to do what you have
heard about this morning.

I am asked why is this subcommittee holding this hearing. After
all, the jurisdiction over title XI is with the Education and Labor
Committee. Wen, I think it is a great idea for this subcommittee to
look at this because cross-juristh'ctional interests make a very im-
portant point about the Urban Grant Act. The act itself was devel-
oped by a bunch of universities and colleges. The urban universi-
ties and colleges developed the urban grant idea because they
thought it would help them in their relationships with the cities
and it will.

The cities have taken up on it and have encouraged the concept
because it will help the cities. But more importantly, the cities, like
their universities, are simply instruments of a larger society, and
the Urban Grant Act, if it is going to be (a) successful, and (b)
much more important, if it is going to be worth the taxpayers' dol-
lars, it is going to have to serve that larger society. And I think the
greater degree to which committees of the Congress can look at
this and ask, "hew do we bring our jurisdictions, how do we bring
our areas of expertise to the service of the cities and their universi-
ties?", the more this idea is going to work.

The Urban Grant Act is a very modest but important symbol of
something that has always characterized this country at its best. I
do not think we have lost sight of it today. The need for what we
do as a society, what we do through our agencies of social regula-
tion and social change, those are our governments and our schools,
have to be broader than either the governments or the schools.

If the people are to take their own money and invest it in their
own schools and colleges and universities, they have to have in
mind the well-being of those colleges and universitiesmore than
the well-being of the colleges and universitieseven more than the
education of their children. The investment is most worthwhile
when it works for the benefit of the whole society. UAB's constitu-
ency is not only its faculty, its students, their families, and the city
in which they live, but the businesses and working people of that
city and those who do business in and with all of the above. And by
the time you finish those chains of connection, you are talking
about the whole society.

The Urban Grant Act will not significantly enrich any given uni-
versity, it will not enrich the States. But it will make life a little
better, it will bring the capabilities and the riches of two kinds of
institutions to work jointly on problems in which they are both
looking now from opposite endsfrom different ends at least.

So forgive me for not being specific about what UAB can do for
Birmingham. As I say, you know those answers much better than I
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do. Let me say once more that the equivalents in city after city, of
the Ben Erdreich who testified 13 years ago here on what UAB
could do for Birmingham, have a tight hold at the right end of the
stick. You specified the specific things a specific university was
doing for a specific city. That is the basic concept of the Urban
Grant Act.

I suggest it would be a very useful investment of public dollars,
legislative energies, and intellectual capital, to keep exploring
those possibilities.

So let me finish by saying that, k you, Mr. Chairman, for keeping
our shoulders to that wheel.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Harrison can be found in the ap-
pendix.]

Chairman ERDREICH. Thank you very much, Mr. Harrison for
your kind words. I would add that my colleague, Claude Harris,
joined with me in the letter when we urged the current conference
committee to come forward with some actual dollars.

Mr. HARRISON Indeed. And they da
Chairman ERDREICH. And they did.
Mr. HARRISON. You told them to do it and they did it.
Chairman ERDREICH. I wish I had such direct control over Bill

Natcher and other conferees.
But you know, the very reason we are holding this hearing and

why I wanted my subcommittee and the larger full committee, the
Banking Committee, which has urban affairs jurisdiction, to take
on this issue is what you touched on. I do not think communities
can be compartmentalized, nor can Congressshould Congress.
And my intent is to use this hearing as a means to explore, as you
phrase this, cross-jurisdictional interests, and I think there should
be. And I am hopeful that we can look at some of the programs
that are under the purview of the Banking Committee, without
taking away from anything directly from the cities' CDBG block
grant, but maybe build in some incentives or some other means of
encouraging university/community joint partnerships. I think that
is the way we should be going with the multiplicity of jurisdictions,
whether they are governmental-local, governmental-local/Federal,
Federal/State, and then State/local/Federal and university and go
around the barn of all the different entities that I think all have a
common goal to enhance the communities in various ways, but use
existing resources that we have.

Mr. HmtRISON. Let me add one thought, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ERDREICH. Yes. sir.
Mr. HARRISON. You have extended an invitation to the Associa-

tion of Urban Universities and to the urban university community
generally to come and tell you what your subcommittee can do in
this cause. We are tgoing to express our gratitude for your invita-
tion with a lobbyist s typical gratitude. We are going to come and
tell you what you can do for us. [Laughter.]

You will hear from us.
Chairman ERDREICH. We look forward to that.
Congressman Harris, anything in closing, or any questions or

comments?
Mr. HARRIS. No, I just want to congratulate you again, Mr.

Chairman, on having this hearing. I am not on the committee with
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Ben, I serve on the Energy and Commerce Oammittee, but I think
that it is important that we have as much interest expressed from
as many different committees as we can, because when we get on
the floor it does not matter what committoe you are on, it is just a
game with numbers. And we want to have the numbers to carry
forward. As I have said, this is certainly an exciting thing and con-
cept, and I can't think of sometimes a more unused source of infor-
mation and resources than our universities. So that we cannot only
get the expertise out, is oneI certainly do not want to say that
you are in an ivory tower, but some of the columnists have talked
about coming down from the ivory towerbut wherever we come
from, that we get it out so that we can use it in the community and
to keep jobs in place. I cannot emphasize any more the importance
of that. We saw it firsthand in our community in Tuscaloosa where
a factory was saved. So I think it is a great utilization, not only of
the expertise that you have, but it is a good way that pays a return
many times on the taxpayers' dollars.

I commend you for your testimony and when you are in Wash-
ington, I know you will come to see us, but I invite you to come see
me too. Thank you.

Chairman ERDREICH. I want to say that VCU and Marquette's
story, coupled with IJAB's story. which I knew some of, but I would
add I guess what Mike Dobbins mentioned, that just getting every-
body in that story to share at once, then you get a better feel of the
entirety of it. That was very helpful to me and I suspect to the pan-
elists themselves. But I would conclude and say that I do not think
UAB and Marquette and VCU's story is unique, that urban univer-
sities, indeed all the urban universities are very much involved in
their communities, some maybe more so than others, but I think
all to a very great extent. And I think we can build on what we
have heard today to try to enhance that involvement for the bene-
fit of all our communities.

Thank you very much for your testimony and we will adjourn
this hearing. Thank you.

[Whereupon. at 11:19 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.1
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STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BEN ERDREICH
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POLICY RESEARCH AND INSURANCE

HEARING ON THE ROLE OF URBAN UNWERSITIES
IN ECONOMIC AND COMMUNTTY DEVELOPMENT

October 211. 1991

1 have called this healing today to consider the role of arban universines in

cecina/me and community development. and to call anentxm to me .mportant work taking

pla..c here in the Oty of Birmingham and duoughout tbe country with partnerships

between urban universities and their respective communities. It is very appropriate that we

hold this hearing on the campus of the University of Alabama at Birrungham, because as

an urban unwersity. CAB has demonstrated a willingness and ability to help make Its

surnounding community a better place to live and wort in

In y97S, as a member of the Jefferson County Commission. I testified on this

campus before the Congressional education comtmnee in suppon of tht Urban Grant

Unive.sity Pnigram Today, as a Member tit Congress and chairman of the House Banking

Committee's policy irsean:h subcommmer. t am happy to crux again support this program

and to help secure funding for these grants that I hope the City of Bimnngham and the

University ot Mabama at Burrungham ssill be able to take advantage of

Earlier this month, I called on members of the House AppmpnaLtons Committee,

together with IS House Colleagues, to fund the Urban Grant UntverStry Program for the

first rtme since as enactment This program and us funding will help support thc very

work that umversuics like UAll are now undertaking I am happy to report that during the

current conference deliberations. the House and Senate have agreed to include $14 milhon

for the grant program. and I hope we can all work to support the program on the /louse

floor when the final bill comes up for a vote
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Today, we will hear testimony from Tapasentstives of the City and the University
about the projects taking place bere in our great city. They include moon* development
activides such as the sponsorship of a small businen incubator and tesearth park. and
cucumiluity support such us the aduFSiun of neighborhoods to address sods' Mid health
related problem. and the development of affordable housing. We can all be proud of
these accomplishments; they represent a new face in cemmunity and economic
development - one that needs to be mourned. The partnership here in Birmingham
between the University and the Oty of Bimungham highlights the valuable wad that urban
=versifies and their communities can accomplish.

Nationwide, other urban universities are also engaged in similar walk. including
Marquette University in Milwaukee and Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond.
This week has been aided by the va/uabie suppen of the Association of Urban Universities,
the National Association of State Universities and Land Grain Colleges, and individual
schools like UAB.

I also hope to learn from our witnesses today other forms of incentives, in addition

to the Urban Grant University Program, that the Federal Government could be providing
city-univenity partnerships. Specifically, as chairman 0 the Policy Research Subcommittee
of the House Banking Committee, I hope to deteimint what programs under our
jurisdiction relating to housing and community development could be utilized to further the
imponant work of these partnerships.
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U.S. Congressional Hearings on the Role of Urban Universities

in Economic and comnmnity Development

The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, Alabama

October 28, 1991

Remarks of Dr. William A. Sibley
Vice President for Academic Affairs

indeed, is my pleasure to welcome you, Congressman Erdreich, and the

members of your staff, to The University of Alabtuna at Birmingham. I bring special

greetings from President Charles McCallum. He deeply regrets that a previous

commitment prevents him from attending. I know that I speak for UAB, the people of

Bimingham and many others when I ray that this focus upon the issues of city life and

urban education represents a critical development for our country. It is my hope that

this Heating is indicative of a new wave of interest within the United States Congress, a

wave of interest which will result in urban issues having an appropriately high priority

as American society moves into the post-cold war era. As the Congress knows well,

Land Grant Univetsities have been and will continue to be a great boon to our society.

Now we need an urban university emphasis.

A key contextual point for these hearings oomes from history. Cities and

universities emerged as complimentary institutions some 700 years ago. The University

of Pasis and the University of Heidelberg are but nvo tramples. Today the relationship

between urban development and higher education is even more important. Times have

changed. People live predominantly in cities. Our population swells daily. Our

economy is tied inextricably to others in the world. All people in our society have a

right to political and economic opportunity and acceu to education.

These changes in society make for both a complicated and exciting future in

education. One positive way we are responding to this complexity is through coopera-

tion and the pooling of private and public educational resources through urban universi-

ties. In attempting to achieve better housing. education, transportation, economic

planning and environmental solutions, the urban setting can focus a myriad of people to

use available talents on a problem. The advent of high technology for manufacturing,

transportation, communication and education helps make this pooling an even more

effective experience.

4 5
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Let me give you an exaniple The LAB community has been asked by the
community of Titusville, which is on the outskirts of Birmingham, to assist with the
schools. One might think this would just involve our School of Education helping
teachers to be better equipped for the teaching process, assisting with special raling
programs and so forth. That is a part of the approach, but we are undertaking a more
holistic procedure for helping the Titusville schools. A broad part of our UAB family is
involved its working with the Titusville community. Our Optometry School has gone in
to do vision checks. 'They have found that 20% of the children had difficulty seeing the
blackboard. Our Dental School has become involved by helping with dental checkups,
a procedure most of the children bad never had. Study is currently underway to see
how we can help with prenatal care, and thought is being given to classes on parenting.
Special counseling help is available for children expressing anger and hostility and
having a tendency for violence. As you can see, our help aosses a broad spectrum of
disciplines at the university. I must point out that the community must invite us to help,
we then work together to find solutiors to the problem... it is an exciting program.
This is one prime example of education and the community working together. Another
is the ovitan International Research Center with its emphasis on learning disabilities.
UAB is a major research university with research expenditures that place us in the top
35 universities nationally. Yet you find here a group of caring scholar who can help
people because of our combined talents and our urban setting.

The city and the university represent a critical mass of educational uplift for the
economic development of all people. In this critical mass one finds the modern strategy
of combining and collaborating. Our society must adopt this approach for the twenty-
first century.

Certainly we believe that The University of Alabama at Birmingham exemplifies
this way of the future. We are delighted to have joining us in testimony representatives
from Virginia Commonwealth University, Marquette University and others who likewise
are in a position to delineate what urban universities can accomplish for society with
appropriate congressional attention.

No domestic priority is greater than the cities. for in the urban existence one
finds the pressing issues of the twenty-first century. All urban universities must be
ready for the future. We are delighted to have you back in your home town to discuss
these vital developments.

Given these general remarks, Congressman Erdreich, I will be happy to answer
questions and then refer you to my colleagues and others who are present for discussion
of this important topic.
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'Mat legislation would make an/labile, co a competitive application basis, small

Federal grants to enable urban universities to wort weedier with their city and county

giiverrmients to bring the riches of the university, the rem:nes of its blraries and

laboratories the knowledge and experience of ita faculty, the enthusiasm of its students.

to bear on problems identified as high priority by local government

We had witnesses from out-of-state; from great urban universities in other cities,

where there were prebiems different from the problems faced by Birmingham. Vice-

President Edmund Hughes of Georgia State University in Atlanta came in 1978, as Vice-

Preeident Jim Sancovitz comes today from Marquette University in MOwaukee.

Wisconsin.

And there were lobbyists present from inside the famous, or infamous,

Waahington Beltwayme, both times. In 1978, however, they had the good sense to keep

me off the program so you could hear testimony on this legislation from those from

whom and to whom it means the most--the people of Birmingham and the people of

Birmingham's greet urban university,

Finally, Mr. Chairman. 1 have neglected to mention one witness who appeared

before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education in 1978. He put flesh on the bones

of HR 7328 by deecriing in vivid detail how UAB worked closely with Jefferson County

to create an Office of Senior Miran Activities; how UAB's School of Nursing and ita

great medical center have worked with Cooper Green Hospital; how the UAS Center for

Urban Affairs helped develop fair housing workshops for city and county officials, and

how UAB was utilized in the implementation of Jefferson County's merit system

3
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That witness was Ben Erdreich, member of the Jefferson Cotmty Commission.

Commissioner Erdeich's testimony was important becasue it was concrete. It was

specific to the time and thr place and the institutions involved. I ean talk about the

general principles underlying the Urban Grant idea. Ben Erdreich and hie successors in

Jefferson County can milk about wbat is needed from their urban university in their urban reality.

The 1978 testimony was important, too, because it began a prams that has

persisted. The Presidents of UAB and the other urban universities have not forgotten

their promise to work with thetr ones Mayors and County llsecutives of this place and places like it

11101Th the nation have permed In thrtr commitment

BM Rad and John Buchanan dal not forget whin they btard hem in Minh of 1978.

They went back to Washington, and two years later, fts part of the Higher Education

Amendments of 1980, there appeared on the statute boob what a known as 'Pale Xl of

the Higher Education Actproviding for the very sort of Federal investment in town-

gown rekiniinthifa that these witnesses had been talking about.

And County Commissioner Erdrekh didn't forget, either. Mir Xl became law in

1980, and a counts of months later narrow& escaped elimination at the suggestion of the

new Administration of Ronald Reagan. It has been struggling ever since to remain on

the statute books and to gam minimal funding. And the County Commissioner, having

become a Member of the Congress, and a member of its Commiuee in Urban Affairs,

has remembered what he said that March day in Birmingham, and has supported its re-

enactment and its funding every step of the way.

4
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I am proud to be able to report to you today that with the noticeable help of the

Congressman from Birmingham, because of the example of the City of Birmingham and

the County of Jefferson, spurred by the example of the University of Alabama at

Birmingham, and other urban universities, from Birmingham to Marquette to New Yore

and Boston, to Atlanta and New Orleans, to Houston and Denver and San Francisco and

minneopolia, and Portland. Oregon. the urban university movement is a growing one, but

muds more significantly, dr university-City Ha ll--Couoty Coen House link is hetng

wxylicated throughout the nation.

This year, under the leadership of the same Michigan Congressman, Bill Ford,

now Chairman of the full House Education and Usher Committee, with the parcipation

of Rep. Tom Sawyer of Ohio and Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon, and Cliairman Ben

Erdreich of Alabama. Title Xl LB being renewed. reshaped and moat importantly. flinded.

so that it can be available as a tool to help our cities meet their problems, and help our

colleges and universities work with those cities on issues which confront them all.

I did not come here to add to what the President of CAB or the Vk-e-President of

Marquette wt11 say about how their institutions and their two cities can work together.

They can tell you that better than I can I did not come here today to tell Birmingham

what it needs from its university. The Mayor and the City and County Government know

that better than I out I clune here today to underscore the truportance of persisting in a

good idea, and to remind a sometimes skeptical public that a legislative idea, taking

shape slowly. tested over several years of hearings and amendment,

important tool with which to meet local problems-

5
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And I am here to thank the people of Birmingham-Dotal* their outstanding

Representative Bea Erdreich. for their persistence in sticking with this good idea.

Ws in the urban university movement feel pretty good right now, because evelything is

going our way. Our Title XI is well down the mad to being re-enacted, after significant

improvement at each stage of the legialative process It is on the brink of being ilmded,

not lavishly, but enough to get started.

And it is useftil for spokesman for education to remember that it is not us. It is

the people of Birmingham and Boston and Baltimore who create and sustain these

sucosames. Awl through their active and dedicated and experienced Representatives those

people have spoken effectively on these issues.

Mr. Chairman, I have come here to be a resource, to respond to questions about

the newly written Urban Grant Act, and to say dant.- to you and your neighbors for

making it ro.

I have been asked why this Subcommittee is holding hearings on legislation which

is in the primary jurisdiction of another Committee of the House, and which is moving

rapidly toward re-enactment in that other Committee and its Senate counterpart.

I think this croujurisdictional interest makes a ver iwportant point about

the Urban Grant Act. The Act was advanced by a group of ti...aereities and colleges. It

reflects the interest of those institutions in making their resoinres mellable for another

feet of inetitutions altogether-for the governmental and other community institutions

which taken together make up a ett' y.
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So, while the legislation Les emerged from the House Cceinnittee on Education

and Labor, with its focus on the needs of education, end from the Senate labor and

Human Reinurees Committee. with its similar area of prindpal attention, it has attracted

the attention of members whose committee assignments make them especially interested

In the needs of the elites at Amerka. It is no accident that the chief Rouse sponsor of

Urban Grant in this cycle has been a farmer Mayor-Representative Thomas Sawyer of

Ohio, ooe-eme mayor of Akron. Ohio, during whose mayoralty, the city of Akron and

the University of Akron have developed a dose working relationship that is almost

symbiotic in nanny. The city is fully conscious cif its role as the university's environment

-sod the university is total/j/ dedicated to its role as a major resource for the city. The

Urbsn Grant Act is not, then, a program in which there is one major group of

beneficiaries-that group of inatitutions known as the urban universities and colleges. The

beneficisries of this kgislari 1 must be, if the experiment is to be worth the minimal

Federal investment called for, the cities end townt and counties-and the business and

labor and other community groups with whom and in the service of which, those

univereities and colleges put their resources.

The Uri= Grant Act, I would go so far as to suegest, is a very modest but

Important 'symbol of something that has always characterised this country at its best-and

which, I think. we have by no means kat sight of today-the need for what we do as a

society, what we do through our agencies of social regulation and social change, namebt,

our governments and our schools, to be broader than those agencies alone.
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If the people, through government, are to take their awn money and invest it in

their own schools end colleges and universitie s. theY must have more in mind that the

well-being of those colleges and universities. even more than the education of their

children. That investment is only worth while if it works to the benefit of the whole

society. UAB's constituency is its faculty, its students, their families, and the city in

which they all live, and the buanesses and worldng people of that city, and those who do

business in and with ail of the above. Thr Urban Grant Act will not significantly enrich

UAB, or Marquette, or any of the other urban cofieges and urtiversities. It will, we hope,

make some improvement in the cities in which they live. And THAT, far more than the

few dorlars than circulate through the college in an Urban Grant, will make UAB and

Marquette and CUNY and San Francisco State. better able to make better citizens of

the children of their neighbors.

Forgive me for not being specific about what a given university asn do for a given

city. I leave that to the equivalents, in city after city of the Ben Erdreich

who testified 13 years ago on what UAB could do for Birmingham. You had, Mr.

Chairman, a tight hold on the right end of the stick. You testified on specific things a

specific university was already doing for a specific city. That is the teak concept of the

Urban Grant Act.

I suggest it will be a very usefV1 investment of public dollars. legislative energies

and intellectue capital Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for keeping our shoulders to that

wheel

)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is James

L. Sankovitz, vice president for governmental and community affairs

at Marquette University, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. I appreciate very

much your invitation to testify before you this morning on the topic

of the future of this nation's urban institutions of higher education.

/ am particularly pleased to participate with representatives of UAB,

for which we have a great deal of respect and which we believe shares

a mutual concern for the type of campus we jointly represent. Whether

state-supported or independently-sponsored, the collegiate campuses

located in urban settings throughout this nation face unusually

complicated futures not because of their fundamental mission, but for

reasons of location and metropolitan expectations.

Marquette's involvement in this hearing and in similar meetings

and discussions the past several months is a direct result of our

seeking Congressional attention for the future of campuses fa7.ing

unusual challenges because of their physical environment and academic

mission. A snapshot description of urban campuses would include, in

most cases, fairly large to quite sizable enterprises carrying on a

widely ranging variety of campus as well as community-related

activities, providing services to a host of agencies and populations

much more diverse than most collegiate campuses. At the same time,
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most of those institutions are surrounded by neighborhoods which not

only relate to the business of metropolitan centers but also are

physically much in decline. Marquette is located in a typical

setting. It has some not well-defined boundaries that spill over into

pockets of socially and economically needy people, the majority of

whom need help because they are relatively poor, represent the vary

young or much older populations more so than do their suburban

counterparts, and contain dense concentrations of minority citizens.

It is a downtown campus.

It is in these typical settings that colleges and universities

have coma to be regarded as holding the potential to offer more social

service and community interaction than do campuses located in more

remote and stable environments. So, it comes as no surprise that

campuses such as Alabama-Birmingham and Marquette often -- and with

increasing frequency -- are called upon to focus more activity,

resources and ambition on the surrounding reality. In precious few

instances can this practice of higher education be described as an

ivy-clad exercise. The fundamental mission of higher education of

tl:ese campuses is every bit as much focused on teaching, scholarly

investigation and institutional service as ars other campuses not as

intensely conscious of the surrounding community, but the urban campus

routinely caters to the immediate and practical issues that dictate

day-to-day life.

5 7
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A quick way to illustrate this somewhat different mission is to

cite a vary positive factcr. Most medical centers thrive in urben

settings because a related good is adequate patient access. That is

true for Alabana-Birmingham's medical activities as it is for

Marquette's dental prcgre.m, particularly as both operate extensive

clinical programs.

However, while such outreach and natural relationships of campus

to community have thrived in some education and health care delivery

contexts, the same is not so abundantly true for other academic

disciplines. Wou%d the same be so for our sociologists, linguists,

philosophers, physical scientists and the like -- those teachers and

students who, Dy the very nature of their pursuits, often educate or

are educated in some isolation from what is happening just across the

street from the campus boundary -- many of the rigors of life might

be addressed much more directly in the Academy's search for new

knowledge and better applications.

we have known about the somewhat different conditions facing

urban campuses for years and there has been substantial progress made

in knitting campus potential to community needs. But the recent

acceleration of dacay and deterioration in our nation's central cities

prompts a very testy question. Where will the students of tomorrow

elect to enroll?

5 6
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Higher education has survived despite a spate of advice by well-

meaning but often poorly-informed publications which annually proclaim

what's the *best buy* or the *leading* or the *most stable* campus for

next year's wave of new enrollees. Now, in place of the *which is

best* advisements has come a different sort of counsel -- what's the

*safest" place?

The deterioration I mentioned as a common ingredient of the

neighborhoods surrounding urban campuses often means, simply, crime

infestation, drug culture, physical and financial collapse, and one

set of people often preying on another set. Thus it is that urban

campuses have ;41d to create yet another service -- police units,

sometimes .411.4. public safety or security forces. This should not

come as a surprise. After all, the collegiate campus once firmly

rooted in teaching or research has, over time, come to also operate

hotels, restaurants, banks, athletic facilities, consulting tanks,

etc. Adding a police force isn't that much of a stretch once the

pattern was established. And, students and their parents nave come

to expect security provisions just as much as well-equipped

classrooms.

But, at what cost? Marquette employs about six dozen public

safety personnel to look after the security of an SO acre campus

abutting downtown Milwaukee, at an annual operating cost of $1.5

million. That might strike some people as not a great deal of money

59
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to promise safety, especially in an annual operating budget of $135

million (which is small when compared to the scope of Alabama-

Birmingham) but what would that amount buy in terms of traditional

campus exTenditures? About 25,000 new library books a year, or about

165 undergraduate tuitions at our present tuition rate of $9,000, or

some 30 professorial lines -- hardly trifling for a tuition and gift-

dependent campus. But, we have no alternative.

The passage last year of the Student-Right-to-Know and Campus

Security Act now requires campuses to report crime. When you have a

caspus through which the City's downtown streets run and for which

there are more nearby off-campus housing quarters than there are on

campus, the crime statistics reporting systems are much more telling

reports forth* non-campus environment and neighborhoods than they are

for the campus itself. But it is the campus that bears the brunt of

defending the notoriety of incidents, especially when prospective

enrollment is at stake.

Crime can happen anywhere. It was a tragic coincidence that a

deranged serial murderer chose to exercise his lot close to the

Marquette campus last summer, thus calling to unforgetting minds the

five separate killings of Marquette students in off-campus incidents

the previous six years. The Marquette campus is no less safe now than

it was before that awful history, but the relationship of th4

University to the cruel consequences of life nearby will taint

descriptions of Marquette for a long time.

0
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These incidents have caused a reasonable longrame planning

question. That is, can Marquette and the campuses like it continue

to do business as usual, living side-by-side with some unattractive

neighborhoods and still reach out into the community to share its

educational mission with the community in general, or ahould it wall

itself off from life?

Marquette, like a good number of other urban campuses nationwide,

persists in the ambition that reaching out, sharing even more of its

educational resources with the surrounding community, is the better

course. We have our critics, though, who say our future is dictated

by creating distance between campus and city.

There is already a goodly amount of campus/community involvesent.

Our students tutor youngsters in nearby schools. Our health science

units daily obtain educational good from practice in clinics

throughout the city. Internships provide valuable real life

xperience for students. Engineers create tot lots for neighborhoods

and volunteer for Habitat for Humanity projects. For sore intensive

and lifelong experiences, students travel to Appalachia to lend

healthy hands and in the intervening sonths collect and deliver food

and clothing for daily assistance to needy neighbors.

These are not unusual examples. Most campuses operate at least

some of these activities; perhaps not in as concentrated doses as

might occur on the urban campus but they are there nonetheless.
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The major point is, given the threatened and threatening

circumstances of urban, central city neighborhoods, collegiate

campuses will be asked to take on even more responsibilities in the

future. And, at a time when the resources of even the most

financially secure colleges and universities are stretched to the

fullest, it will be much more difficult for most to do a great deal

more.

What would we do if there were more resources? A few examples

should suffice. We have a good legal clinic that serves the needs of

citizens looking for help but can't afford regular legal advice.

Put those students and faculty in neighborhood storefronts, rather

than operate them on a campus that many individuals find confusing.

Let the journalism students create neighborhood papers or have them

turn their creativity toward local cable television opportunities to

staff a neighborhood, dedicated channel. Attack the absentee landlord

syndrome by creating new housing value and providing walk-to-work

incentives that lead to new neighborhood investment. Put education

faculty regularly and routinely in the neighborhood schools and create

a regular flow of elementarY, middle and high school students and

teachers between the schools and the collegiate campuses. Build

ccgenerational housing so that one age group -- old or yoang --

doesn't suffer isolation, but builds understanding. Build better

links between and among security forces and local police departments

so that the much-bandied concept of "cceumunity-based policing" can

have real experiment locales to perfect eradicatior of the "cops

veL.T..:: us" mentalities that sour many neighborhoods.
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The list of possibilities ix endless and each component is not

necessarily a funding blockbuster.

These ars the kinds of interactions which the federal government

had in mind when the original Title XI language was added to the

Higher Education Act more than a decade ago. But that became words

only when the intent was not deemed sufficiently important to attract

appropriations. The lack of funding for Title XI is nothing short of

the adage -- do as I say, not as I do!

Our message this morning is quite simple. Members of Congress

are fully aware of the pressures mounting on central and inner cities

and most Members want to do something about the situation before it

becomes a crisis without solution. But, time is running and Members

ought to consider that not only will urban neighborhoods fail

completely if no substantial relief is provided, but the urban

colleges and tiniversities that are part and parcel of this evolution

just may go the same way -- at least those campuses which strive to

be part of the solution and not place moats around them, to separate

education from the realities of life.

The early drafts of the House reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act have shifted the standalone Title XI ambitions into a

new, comprehensive Title I, separating the campus/community ambitions

63
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into a sat of objectives which appear to contain less ambitious

expectations. It would be a shame if, when there finally is growing

appreciation for the unusual characteristics of urban campuses, the

Congress would send a message that less significant achievement is

desired.

Perhaps the Higher Education Act alone is not the appropriate

route to address the urban campus problems. Perhaps it will require

a meshing of ambitions as between several federal agencies, not just

Education. Perhaps a consolidation of effort, if not jurisdiction,

as between Education, HUD, Banking and Urban Affairs and the various

research agencfes is the only reasonable way to get at this problea.

If that's so, so be it. The federal government has not been lacking

in Isolving problems when there is a concerted push to solve a problem.

as prejudiced, no question. But, in my mind the shrill cry of

police sirens in our neighborhoods is no less a clarion cry than

Sputnik's "beep beep" of the late fifties, and we all know how the

nation rallied to that threat.

The mechanics should be no problem. The problem is this: Are

the urban campuses worthy of concentrated attention and funding? Are

they today's counterpart to the historic land grant initiative? Do

they deserve the attention given similarly to the sea grant

institution ambitions? Does the Congress realize that urban campuses

hold a powerful promi4e for solutions to the inner city problems that

beset metropolitan communities throughout the nation?

6,1
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Critics of what Marquette has proposed are in ample supply. We

have asked to become a demonstration project campus, to use $4 million

of federal funding annually over five years to build a program of

urban problem-solving using a collegiate campus as the central focus

and the neighborhood and downtown as equal beneficiaries. We set the

dollar goal high deliberately but in accordance with what we thought

was needed to create an incentive which could be used to attract and

leverage the partnerships of other entities, public and private.

More recently the criticism has turned toward the exclusivity of

what we sought, some people thinking it would be unseemly for just one

campus tc, have an opportunity to address what is a national problem.

If that objection is an obstacle, consider doing the same at a variety

of urban campus locations and make the experiment a truly national

effort. If there are ways that campus and community can be knit

beneficially in Milwaukee, why not try the same approaches in, say,

Watts, Chicago, Birmingham, Boston, Morningside Heights or any other

urban location that has at least one urban campus that is willing to

join a network of collegiate ambitions to test the usefulness of

amending their educational missions to address globally the local

urban problems. But, make it a legitimate process. Gather together

those colleges and universities with the ability and desire to mount

special erben programs, judge what are the reputable methods of such

concentrations of problem-solving and create the score card that

Congress will demand as part of the price to undertake the effort.

If something tried in Birmingham was a splendid success but flopped

49-990 - 92 - 2
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terribly in Milwaukee, why? If something tried in Boston attracted

matching private support and didn't in Los Angeles, again, why? If

the City of New Orleans benefitted from the approach in which

Pruviaence failed, again, why?

Marquette is not only eager to make the urban issues as related

to higher education a quest of its own, but it is just as eager to

rally others -- cities and campuses -- to do the same. We do that

knowing full well that there have been cities, campuses and

associations of like communities and institutions that have labored

lung and hard to create just such a Congressional sensitivity, but

w'th less than widespread success. Perhaps our major contribution is

nothing more than a fresh voice. But we'd like one thing to be known

-- it's high time that the urban campus obtain justified respect for

what it's about and for the magnitude of what remains to be done.

We approu:iate very much your invitation to express these thoughts

at this hearing and hope that you will accept our contention that the

Congress shculd address urban education more forcefully in the future

as a genuinely, national issue.

61;
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Committee on Banking. Finance and Urban Affairs
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October 28, 1991

Mr. Chairman:

I am Charles Ruch,
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs at

Virginia Commonwealth
Ueiversity in Richmond, Virginia. I am pleased to

be here today to speak on behalf of the reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act. There are several titles of the Act that are of

particular import to urban universities. Titles which support student

financial aid, strengthened teacher education programs, student

comrunity service, cooperative education, and graduate education, to

highlight but a few, all serve to support the
university's role in urban

economic and comeunity development. However, I particularly want to

focus my remarks in support of the reauthorization of the Urban Greet

University Act, Title XI of the original Act.

I believe that, to a large extent, the future of many American cities is

inextricably tied to their urban university. It Is through the

interactions of the university and its surrounding urban communities

that real life problems are identified, solutions found, quality of

urban life enhanced, and the urban populations
educated to form the worX

force and citizenry of the 21st century.

Like other sister urban
universities across the country, we in Richmond

take seriously our mission to play a critical role in local economic and

conrunity development. As you are aware, the Urban University Grant

program is yet to award its first grant.
However, without this support

much is being achieved by urban institutions of higher education. But,

as we move into the 2Ist century, the needs of our cities become clearer

and more critical. More can be accomplished by urban universities

through the reenactment and appropriation of the Urban Grant University

Act,

Virginia Cnnmonwealth University is

in the heart of Richmond, Virginia,

of 750,000.

58% of our undergradeate enrollment

Richmend Metropolitan area. 40% of

an urban institution. We are

with a regional SMSA in excess

of 12,890 are drawn from the

our new freshmen are from this
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area, and 26% are new student transfers from area community
colleges.

Virginia Commonwealth University prides itself on balancing the
three goals of excellence, access, and diversity in all our
activities. To respond to our urban mission, we offer classes from
7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily, as well as in selected work place
settings around the Richmond area. Some of our courses are offered
using a weekend model. Annually our summer sessions span May to
August, day and evening, making it one of the largest in the
southeast. Our Medical Center is open "round the clock" to serve
our urban patient needs for clinics service and hospitalization.

Our University has the capacity to respond to the needs and priorities
of the urban area. For example:

Our Center on Public Affairs, Survey Research Laboratory, provides
systematic analyses on matters of local import.

Cur K-I2 partnerships span schools and neighborhoods, bringing
educators, social workers, health care providers, and local
business development efforts to blighted urban arcas.

Virginia Commonwealth University offers 12 post gradkiate certificate
programs, 59 masters, and 19 doctoral programs. Of our total degree
programs, 44 are offered in Virginia only at VCU.

The Medical College of Virginia campus of VCU is the third largest
academic health center in the southeast, with schools of medicine,
dentistry, pharmacy, nursing, allied health professions, and basic
health sciences. The MCV hospitals serve 8,983 indigent patients
on an in-patient basis and 106,000 indigent patients on an
out-patient basis annually

Mr. Chairman, urb.a institutions like Virginia Commonwealth University
have a long history of programs and services to their community and its
population, but it is to several new initiatives that 1 would call the
committee's attention.

Under the leadership of our President, Dr. Eugene P. Trani, the
University has set on a course to expand even further our urban mission.
Starting after his arrival in June 1990, President Trani announced a

program of six community initiatives, each of which is now well
underway.

. Community Advisory Boards have been e,tablished for both the
Academic and MCV Campuses composed of representatives of the
surrounding communities. These Boards provide a mechanism whereby
University representatives meet regularly with representatives of
surrounding neighberhood associations, businesses and cultural
institutions to discuss common concerns and objectives. These

GS
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groups are tackling such problems as understanding university

capital building needs, support for the homeless, role for expanded

student volunteerism, historical preservation of surrounding

neighborhoods, as well as the inevitable problem of parking.

The University has entered into a joint agreement with the City of

Richmond to share equally the cost of daily maintenance and any

capital improvements at Mbnroe Park, a city park adjacent to our

campus. VCO is committed to restoring Monroe Park as a park for

the community.

The VCU Foundation is examining the development of the Community

Assistance Program to provide financial incentives to improve and

enhance the neighborhoods adjacent to VCU's Academic Campus. The

overall objectives of the program are to assist in providing an

economic stimulus to assure that there will be an ample supply of

residential housing and commercial enterprises to preserve the

character of the neighborhoods and to serve the University's

faculty, staff and students.

A program of Community Service Associates has been instituted to

provide opportunities for Virginia Commonwealth University faculty

and staff to participate in approved community assistance projects.

Such projects, identified and approved individually, are conducted

in cooperation with neighborhoods, civic associations, governmental

or professional organizations, or other community-based functions.

This year VEU has twenty-five faculty fn such projects as:

Business faculty working on a management development program

for the Urban League.

Informatioo Systems faculty working on management information

systems for the State Alcohol Beverage Control Board.

Public Administration faculty working with the City of

Richmond Budget Office.

Plass Communications faculty working with the Richmond Fire

MUseum to design a public relations campaign for the museum.

A VCU Community Athletic Recreation
Efforts program is underway.

The purpose of this program is to extend the use of our

recreational facilities to the surrounding neighborhoods. An

important element of the plan is to cut across all segments of the

neighboring communities to give every age group and economic level

the ability to be involved in some phase of this program. This

past year over seventy-five separate activities were conducted.

Finally, a task force of City, State, business, and university

leaders has been appointei to address the long standing concerns

regarding the condition of Grace Street, a two block area adjacent

69
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to our campus and known as a city 'combat zone.' The mission of
this Task Force is to make the Grace Street corridor a safer,
cleaner, more attractive area. Urban studies are underway.
Increased building code, drug and alcohol enforcement have been
facilitated. The University has been encouraged to make strategic
purchases of property for University use or renovation and resale.
The possibility of creating the area as an urban conservation zoneor the use of Urban Block Grants are under consideration as amaster plan to rehabilitate the area emerges.

In addition, we have just completed a joint feasibility study with citybusiness leaders to consider the establishing of a Biotechnical ResearchPark adjacent to the Medical Campus. The feasibility study reported
that there is a University research base of sufficient size and qualityto support such an activity. Community support appears positive, andthe next step will be the creation of a University-City-State-Business
partnership to begin fiscal planning and development activities.

As I have outlined, Mr. Chairman, VCU, like many urban universities,seeks to play a major role in supporting the economic and connunftydevelopment efforts. Urban universities are major employers and ownersor occupiers of significant property within the metropolitan area.
Their impact on the overall community cannot be underestimated. Thenecessity of managing corporate affairs with the understanding of the
overall community is integral to the continued development and esteem ofthe university.

W. Chairman, the Urban University Grant Title would enhance our
capacity to expand our service and program strategies in economic and
community development. However, it is in the area of facility and landuse planning that urban universities may have major difficulties. Forexample, a major accomplishment, is a recently completed parking dack.The deck, constructed with university, state and city funds, providesparking not only for a portion of VCU's coeruter students, but for
public events because of its location next to the City Auditorium Itsfunding was a major impediment

Particularly sensitive is our interest in acquiring low-income housingproperty or moving into areas of perceived residential communities. Ouruniversity has a variety of historically sensitive properties on its
campus which it seeks to maintain, although at additional expense. WPalso need additional facilities for student and staff housing. Likemost land-use debates, core community values frequently stand at thecenter point: economic development versus environmental protection,
cost versus aesthetics, public versus private, academic versus
commercial. However, most central fs the issue of finance. For urban
universities to assist in the resolution of these issues, additionaloptions for financing such activities are needed.

Mr, Chairman, I need not dwell on the economic difficulties confrontingurban univercities. Suffice to state, we face many of the problems our
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K-12 neighbors face. Our multidimensional agenda stresses our

resources. Frequently, we are required to provide staff and services

longer hours in order to serve our urban constituents. We are caught fn

the demand for greater services, delivered at lower cost squeeze unlike

our sister institutions located in more pastoral settings.

Mr. Chairman, I support the reenactment and funding of the Urban Grant

University Act. Under these auspices, urban universities will be

encouraged further to expand their responsibilities to their

communities, providing an enhanced university role in economic and

community development.
Consideration should be given in this

legislation to permit the urban university to be a full partner in

projects supported by the federal home loan funding or the Community

Development Block Grant program.

Thank you for your support and interest.
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Statement of Nevin C. Brown, Assistant Director for Urban Affairs,

National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.

submitted to the Policy Research and Insurance Subcommittee, House

Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Birmingham,

Alabama, October 28, 1991.

Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate the opportunity to submit

written testimony in behalf of the urban public universities which

are members of the National Association of State Universities and

Land-Orant Colleges (NASULOC). The University of Alabama at

Birmingham is one of these NASULGC urban member institutions. I

particularly appreciate your support in recent weeks far the

appropriation of funds for Title XI of the Higher Education Act,

which supports innovative programs to apply the skills and

expertise avalJable in the nation's urban universities toward the

solution ot pressing yrban problems. I welcome your subcommittee's

interest in exploring other ways in whioh federal support can be

provided to target urban university resources on significant urban

economic development and other problems.

As the representative from one of the nation's most dynamic

urban areas, you are familiar both with the strengths of the

nation's cities and urban areas as well as with the litany of

problems and challenges (as well as opportunities which they are

facing in the 1990s. You also know that one of the most important

intellectual and economic resources in cities such as Birmingham is

the urban state university.
Tndeed. the University of Alabama at
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Birmingham has been one of the primary engines of growth and

transformation for your home city during the past two decades, and

similar stories can be told in many cities and urban areas an whioh

urban state universities are located.

Yet urban state universities throughout the country are

experiencing a crisis with potentially profound consequences.

Diminishing state resources and increasing demands for services

have forced urban state universit4es t, take actions that- are

seriously impairing the quality of instruction and are decreasing

access to academic programs. At the same time, urban state

universities are attempting to fulfill their historic roles of

teaching, research And service amidst ma)or urban problems that

have grokm dramatically durIng the past decade and appear to be

growing exponentially a4 the nation proceeds throzigh the lqq0s into

a new century. Somp of these problem areas include qfowig

unemployment, higher levels of crime and violence, strained race

relations, deterioration of housing, and diminishing access to

health care--all proMems that particularly affect the most

important members of the urban university community, our students.

7:rban state universities draw the vast ma7craty of their

students from the cities and urban areas in which they aro located:

indeed, these institutions have an obligation to provide trie

highest levels and quality of education to :he urban citizens rhey

primarily serve. However, these universities are be no chal2ended

in financial ways chat are unprecedented. moreover, as state and

federal resources have diminished for technical tra,nang, applied

research and human service support, urban state un versities are
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being asked to provide badly needed expertise and services at

little cost and, at times, for no cost at all.

In every respect the profile of the urban state university is

very different from its 'traditional* counterpart in a small

collt,ge town_ Urban university students are often much older,

employed full-time, maintain responsibilities to family and

community, and frequently, pursue their degree and other programs on

a parr-time basis while requiring a wide range of student and

support services. Because of their urban location, these

universities and their services are also heavily used by the

external community (such as libraries, hospitals and health care,

and recreational facilities). At Cle same time, university budgets

are strained by significant demands for subsidiary services such as

security, parking and child care. State funding formulas, however,

are strongly biased toward the "traditional 18-22 year rld full-

time student; funding formulas 2n most states do not recognize that

part-time students often need support services at levels equal to

or exceeding those requ red by traditional full -time students. At

the same time, efforts tc recover additional costs through tuition

increases are limited hy the desire of urban stare universities to

provide access to educational
opportunity for minorities, women and

others for whom higher education would nor otherwise be available.

The extraordinary f--,-)rs urban state universities bear co

provide educational services to urban citi?ens make difficult the

equal responsibility these
institutions bear to conduct economic

development-- and urban focused research and to apply that research

through recbnic_al ar;:i:;tance, training and ocher means to the
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cities and urban areas they serve. In the constrained fiscal

environment of the 1990s, the financial margin available within

urban state university budgets for research and service is

therefore minima/ and diminishing.

Nonetheless, urban state universities across the nation have

been deeply involved in research and service on key social and

economic development issues of- critical importance to their cities

and urban areas. You are already familiar with the deep

involvement of the University of Alabama at Birmingham in the life

cf Your own city, particularly Zn the medical and economic

development fields but also in recent initiatives such as the

university's engagement with the Titusville community. Examples

from other urban universities would include;

-The Detroit City-University Consortium at Wayne state

University. a 7ointly-funded program of the College of Urban, Labor

and Metropolitan Affairs and the Detroit city government which

provides short-term faculty consultancies to city agencies seeking

expert assietance on a wide range of administrative and social

service problems;

*The Ohio Urban University Program, involving Cleveland state

University and several other Oh..) urban institutions, tunded for

the past decade by the Ohio State Legislature as a direct response

to the original Title X: of the Higher Education Amendments of

1980, and which supports applied research, data collection and

analysis, and training by the state's urban universities to serve

the needs of municipal governments in the state's ma)cr

metropolitan areas zn that state:

7 6'
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*The Florida Center for Urban Design and Research and the

Center tor Urban Transportation Research, both at the University of

South Florida, which have provided applied research, technical

assistance and other services to city and county governments .;n

Florida to improve the quality of urban planning and architecture

and to provide more effective solutions to the transportation

problems of the fast-growing
metropolitan areas of the state;

*The Research and Technology Park of the University of New

Orleans, anchored by the unlversity's Center for Energy Resources

Management, which is attracting the research facilities of science-

related corporations to focus joint university- ndustrial research

activity and employment on key economic development and

environmental sectors for the New Orleans metropolitan region;

'The National Center tor
University-School Collaboration at

the University of Houston, a recently-created program to focus the

faculty and other resources of the university's many colleges on

improving the quality of education for urban school children in

icuston and beyond;

'The Urban Field Center at the University of Rhode Island,

which has worked closely with the Providence city government and

school department co establish a series of magnet schools, law-

related education programs, and other school improvement programs

to improve educational quality and opportunity for disadvantaged

youth in the inner city.

These are a very few of the many examples now in place in the

nation's urban state universities in which the skills and talents

of their faculty members and staff are being applied co some of the
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most difficult urban problems. In every case, these universities

are stretching their resources both to educate new urban leaders

and workers and to provide a wide array of research and service

activities to respond directly to the economic development and

other needs 4nd conditions of the urban communities of which these

institutions are an Integra/ part.

Mr. Chairman, the member institutions of NASULGC have

appreciated your recent efforts to advocate funding for a federal

program designed to assist the nation's urban universities in

fulfilling these many new and continuing responsitilities. Title

XI of the Higher Education Acc, known initially as che Urban Grant

University Art and, since 1986, as the urban community service

title of the Act, is designed to create an ins'ructional, research

and service program in America's cities that would parallel the

work our nation's land-grant universities hdve done with

significant federal assistance (authorized by the 1862 and 890

Morrill Acrst for the nation's agricultural and rural areas. With

your support and that of many other urban members of Congress, a

House-Senate conference committee on the 1992 Labor/Health and

Human Services/Education appropriations legislation (H.R. 2707) has

agreed to fund the Title XI urban community service program for the

first time.

The Higher Education Acc is currently being reauthorized.

Both the House and Senate have included the urban grant/urban

community service title in [heir in tial reauthorization proposals

ia new Title I in the House measure [H.R. 3553,!, continuation of a

Title XI in the Senate measure [S. 1150]!. I urge your support and
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that of the members of this subcommdttee for
reauthorization of the

program as port of the Higher Education Act, as proposed in the

House and Senate measures mentioned above,

In addition, I encourage your effort through this hearing to

explore ways in which programs and legislation under the

jurisdiction of this subcommittee can include opportunities for

involving and supporting urban university research and service

programs to meet the economic development,
housing and other needs

of the nation's cities and urban areas. The member institutions of

my association would welcome particularly the opportunity to work

with members of the subcommittee and their staffs to prepose

amendMents to housing, urban and community development :egislation

for which authorization or
reauthorization may be forthcoming in

this and future Congresses. We also would welcome a new look at

programs in urban-related executive agencies such as the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), such as the 702

plannng grant program and university research opportunities once

offered by the Office for Policy Dt-yelopment and Research, to

explore their possible re-establishment or revitalization.

our nation's cities are roc frequently mired in i bloms cf

poverty and drug abuse. joblessness and homelessness, racism and

illiteracy. As great and exciting as they can be, our nation's

cities are fcr toe many of our fellow citizens prisons of despair.

But cities are also places in which workable solutions can and

must be founcL Almost every major urban area .1
the nation has at

Its core a cost-effective
organization, the urban state university,

which studies these problems and proposes solutions, which brings
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culture. recreation and middle-class professionals into the city .

which empowers the future of our emerging workforce and enriches

the lives of our retiring workforce, which provides medical care,

job training and youth services, and which prepares teachers and

nurtures small businesses.

The urban state universities cf the nation are doing all of

this and more. These institutions have not waited for the federal

support promised by the urban grant/urban community service program

of Title X/ hut instead have moved forward in partnership with

local governments and the private sector. But our institutions are

not doing enough, and the escalating needs and de-escalating

resources of these recessionary times cause us now to ask Congress

and the federal government to join our partnership, through support

for funding and reauthorizing the urban grant(urban community

service program, and through including urban universities in other

relevant ur;.an- and economic development-focused legislation, so

that we all can be part of the solution tor our our

students, and cur nation's future.

Thank you for the opp ortunity to suf,mi this testimony.
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Dear Father DiUlio:
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July 11, 1991

(MHO OF I HI MAYOR
winni.riar.wPscc/4304

I am pleased to offer my enthusiastic support and

endorsement for the proposed neighborhood partnership plan at

Marquette University. The plan promisee to yield many benefits fnr
both the University and the City.

In Milwaukee, as in sO Pany of the nation's cities, the
serious problems of economic deterioration and rising crime rates
have raised increasingly significant concerns over recent years.

I understand completely the special implications these issues haw.
fer an urban university like Marquette, and I would like to commend

you on your initiative in proposing a partnership with the
Milwaukee community to develop a positive and productive solution

to these problems.

I am confident that the coordinated multi-faceted
approach to campus security end community development proposed by

Marquette in its Neighborhood Partnership Plan will utilize well

the many resources of the nivereity with seasurable success.

Let me again offer you my encouragement as you undertake

this important program.
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The University
That Saved a Factory

Crar ly (: ook tie/t), flAW Ant rhairatan at the (3, /dant. and
/ Harm Magna, kader of the tilivirmity of Alabama team

r- -INC RECESSION had bit the
Tuscaloosa, Ma., plant of
general Motors' Rochester

Products l)ivision, and no (Joe
seemed to know what to do.

Opened in 1978, thc plant em-
ployed workers Who assembled
replacement carburetors, emission-
control /conponents and carburetor-
service kits. When demand for tbe
products plummeted in 198e. near-
ly me-third of the United Automo-
bile Workers (VAW) employees
were 'aid ofF, but the plant still

Hy JOSEPH P. BLANK

The idea was
preposterous:
calling academics
down from their
ivory towers
to save a business
that industry
experts cmisid-
ered doomed.
But 'lliscaloosa
did it

needed to cut costs by $z million a
year to remain competitive. In the
spring of 1982 CM sent in teams of
experts to study the problem.

The difficulty did not lie with
the unionized workers. In fact, the
divisional general manager consid-
ered the Tuscaloosa team "one of
die best employec groups in GM."
The workers pitched in with man-
agement to Unprove productivity
and reduce costs. Workers even
criticized one another for not being
productive enough.Together man-

CV0.1.1.011Krof Of HAWN.
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READERS DIGEST Ikrember

agement and employees found doz-
ens of ways to save money, but still
came up with an annual $47o,000
shortfall. On August ;7, 1982, GM
rductantly announced that it re'as
phasing out the plant.

With unemployment already
about 17 percent, 'Tuscaloosa (pop,
73,000) could ill afford the loss of
some 200 GM jobs and the almost
$7 million a year that the plant, at
its peak, had ken spending on
wages and local purchase of supplies.
Despite its announcement, CM
wanted to avoid the closing. It
sent in two more of its management
experts to explore last, desper-
ate measures. No option seemed
feasibk.

On the advice of local business-
men, the GM experts decided to
approach the University of Ala-
bama. Somcbtxly there might have
useful ideas. The universityTus-
caloosa's largest employeralso was
having financial problems with re-
duced appropriations and layoffs.
But its president, Joab Thomas, be-
lieved a state university should be-
corm. involved in the state's economy.

By the first week in January
;983, local industrial-development
boards had agreed to give the uni-
versity a grant of $75,000 to seed
research. But a lot of university
money would be involved. When
Prof. J. Barry Mason, chairman of
the university's management and
marketing department, was asked
to lead the university team, he won-
dered if President Thomas had
something of the riverboat gambler
128

in him. How could professors and
students solve problems that
stopped GM, with all its expertise?
Failure would play havoc with the
university's reputation.

Mason assembled a half-dozen
colleaguesspecialists in manage-
ment, engineering and energy. Fic
asked them to review the plant's
operations and systems, and to tell
him if the university could cut op-
erating costs by the $470,000 a year
needed to save the plant.

Their answer: "We can do it."
The assurance contained some

bravado. "I found it a little scary,"
recalls Joseph Mdlichamp, profes-
sor of management science, who
had agreed to look into the plant's
inventory.

Representatives of the universi-
ty, GM and the UAW hammered
out a three-year contract. The uni-
versity agreed tO pay GM $470,000 a
year for the opportunity to use the
plant as an applied-research facili-
ty. That took care of GM's short-
fall. Additional savings instituted
through the university would be
deducted from the $470,000. One-
shot savings didn't count; economy
measures had to result in a perma-
nent, annual reduction in the
plant's operating costs.

GM agreed to give the university
and the union access to the plant's
books. It also pledged $250,000 a
year in fellowships and scholarships
for the university, regardless of the
outcome. Plant employees accepted
a payroll deduction of $55.20 a
week to be used, if necessary, by the
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university to finance research. GM
agreed to return this money to the
employees eventually, whether or
not the project succeeded.

A task force, soon dubbed The
Gang of Twelve, was set up, with
four members from the union, four
from the university, four from GM.
Its unanimous approval was re-
quired for each cost-saving proposal.

Enthusiasm for the project
wasn't universal. After the January
103 press conference at which the
GM-university contract was an-
nounced, a UAW employee ap-
proached Barry Mason, who had
been introduced as the leader of the
university team, and said, "Okay,
hotshot, you've had your moment
in the sun. Now we'll see what you
candot" Rut newly appointed plant
manager Tom Gilligan was hope-
ful something would emerge from
the university's fresh point of view
combined with GM's experience.
Ile showed his confidence by hav-
ing the plant's interior repainted.

Meanwhile, the university
teamundergraduate and gradu-
ate students as well as faculty mem-
bersbegan exploring the plant
and listening to ideas. Mason ques-
tioned a longstanding contract for
shipping parts from Rochester, N.Y.,
to Tuscaloosa. A faculty member
studying the concract saw ways to
reclassify the auto parts for bet-
ter interstate-shipping rates. Then
the company submitted the new
structure In various truck com-
panies for competitive bids. The re-
sult: savings of $88,000 a year.

Collaboration between the uni-
versity team and company special-
ists produced lighter, less expensive
containers for shipping parts and

products. This saved more than
$60,000 a year.

Some office employees wondered
if the company was losing money by
leasing equipment such as teleprint-
ers and photocopiers. The team
found that buying the equipment
Could save S23,000 3 year.

Every aspect of energy use was
scrutinized under the guidance of
Lee Richey, campus energy manag-
er. Some workers complained that
the gust of air from huge blowers in
the production area was too strong.
On Richey's advice, a change of
pulleys reduced the flow of air by

half, also reducing the power used

by the fans. The pulleys cost $440.
The savings: $13,000 a year.

The air-conditioning system in
the cavernous warehouse area was
replaced with a system of fans. "It
made sense to us," said Grady
Cook, the UAW shop chairman.
"Fans could keep our people com-
fortable enough, so why throw
away money on chilled air?" Instal-
lation of the ventilation system cost
about $20,000. The savings: $30,000
a year.

Geology expert Prof. C. Everett
Brett knew that the Tuscaloosa
region had beneath it an aquifer
sand, gravel and porous rock
that held tremendous amounts of
water, and tests showed a 6o-foot-
thick mass only 20 feet below the
plant. He proposed a series of wells,
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with cool water pumped out during
the winter and run through a cool-
ing tower. The chilled water would
then be stored in a second set of
wells and used to cool the plant in
hot months. That process would
raise the temperature of the water,
but still return it to the storage
wells at a lower-than-normal tem-
perature, thus requiring less energy
to cool it the second time. The
system will cost some $300,000, and
the saving in energy expenses is
estimated at over $8o,000 a year.

Professor Mellichamp comput-
erized the inventory-control sys-
tem, programming it to make
five-year forecasts of nerds in order
to clean out the dead inventory and
avoid premature disposal of sale-
able products. The system cost
about $165,000 but promised an
immediate one-time saving of
$414,000 which, under the terms of
the contract, did not count against
the $470,000 deficit. But the mai-
champ system's continuing savings
of at least $1 35,000 a year did count.

Each time The Gang of Welve
approved a verifiable cost-saving
project an announcement was post-
ed in the plant's conference room.
Employees cheered each new no-
tice. And they worked. No depart-
mentproduction or clericalhad

Jo

an efficiency rating of less than
oo percent.

The task force achieved the goal
of $470,000 in savings in just eight
months. For its efforts, the univer-
sity was guaranteed a minimum of
$750,000 in scholarships over the
life of the contract, which is still in
effect. In addition, it could reason-
ably assure GM of at least another
boo,000 in annual savings to come.
It did not use a penny of the money
put into trust by the employees.
Each was returned Woo well be-
fore Christmas 1983.

University president Joab
Thomas, who had staked his pro-
fessional reputation on the contract,
says, "We have shown business and
industry the practicality of using
the talents and resources of a uni-
yersity." At GM's Tuscaloosa plant,
shop chairman Grady Cook exults,
"We worked together as a team
and we turned this plant around.
The university people weren't out-
siders. They were here with us,
working to make things better."
And GM's Tom Gilligan adds,
"The success was the result of a
concept that nobody else had ever
tried. I believe what happened here
will open a new way of thinking
about doing business and being
competitive."

Watch Words.A friend's college roommate was enjoying Thanksgiving
dinner at home when hc accidentally overturned his cup of tea. Forgetting
that he was in the presence of his family, he released a flood of profanity.
I lis grandmother, visibly shocked, said to him, "You eat with that
mouth r Gyntribuied by D. D.
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